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Campas Crier

.

News notes
REQUIREMENTS MET

SKI SWAP

The second annual ski swap will
take place in the Large -SUB
Ballroom on November 2, from 12
noon to 9 p·.m. The event is
sponsored by the Central chapter
of the Distributive Education
Clubs of America (DECA).
Everyone is invited to bring in
any ski equipment to sell. Equipment will be accepted for sale on
Oct. 31 and Nov. 1, from 2-5 p.m. ·:
Even though Central has met and on Nov. 2 from 9-11 a.m.
its' contract requirements with the
state, the total enrollment for this
DECA will take 15% of the total
quarter is down. There are 7,547 sale price as commission on sales.
students enrolled for this quarter, Last year, over $1,600 worth of
that's 200 less students as com- equipment was sold and the club
pared to last fall quarter.
anticipates a larger sale this year.
As far as on-campus figures go,
there are about 5,200 students this
There will be new equipment for
fall as compared with 5,500 on- sale at the swap, courtesy of Four
campus students last fall; which is Seasons and Strang~s Sporting
a drop of 300 students.
Goods, along with student sales.
Students are urged to bring in
Across the state, enrollment used ski wear and equipment for
seems to be on the decline for both do:wnhill and cross-country
other colleges, also. Evergreen skiing.
College is down 92 students, to
Money from the sale ,,.,m be used
2,544, according to wire service
reports. Three other colleges, by DECA to finance cvwentions,
Eastern Washington University, club activities and service proWashington State University and jects. For more information call:
Western Washington University 925-4686 or 962-2200.
show a decline in enrollments even
1 nough they have met their contracts with the s~ate.
WOMAN RAP GROUPS
The registrar's office has announced that the total credit hours
for this quarter are 87,454: which
is 2,000 over what was needed to
meet the State's requirements.
Another 1,000 credit hours may
yet be possible, because of some
off-campus enrollments not yet
compiled.

SALARIES
Full-time faculty on the Central
campus received a total $5,362,677
in salaries last year.
According to a computer printout listing the salaries, the sum
was distributed between 290 teachers, with 240 of them tenured.
The average salary for a full
professor is $21,850. Associate
professors receive $17,550, while
Assistant professors get $15, 736.
Instructors are paid an average of
$13,772.
The salary for any faculty
member can vary widely, depending on their position, rank and
length of service. Administrators
who also continue to teach classes,
are not included in this list.

Be part of a small woman encounter group meeting weekly,
sponsored by the counseling &
student development center.
Friendship & support: through
close contact with a small group of
other women.
Increased feminine awareness:
through dealing with role conflict
and change experienced by today's
woman. Areas may include: alter·
native lifestyles, legal status of
women, male/female relationships, sex roles, etc.
Tuesday mornings. 10 a.m.-12
noon ... October through Dece111ber
OR Thursday afternoons, 1-3 ·
p.m .... October 20 through December 15.
·

NEW MEMBERS ELECTED
NEW POLICY

Beginning this school Y~i:i.r, a
policy requiring students to apply
~or and to be accepted into a major
tprogram by the time he or she
ireaches 110 credits, will be enforced.
The policy, not prior enforced
until this year, was changed last
spring from 90 to 110 credits to
allow transferring students from
eommunity ·colleges time to apply
for admission to major p.rograms.

The Phi Beta Lambda Business
Club held its first organizational
meeting on October 4. The Club
elected Wendy Smith as its new
president. Jim Lindberg and
Clarice Burton are the new VicePresidents and Julie Stowe is the
Secretary. Vicki Jackson is TPeasurer and Gayle Burton is the
reporter.
·
Phi Beta Lambda is a national
organization open to all business
students. Meetings are held at
3:00 on Tuesdays in the SUB. New
members are welcome.

Donald M. Schliesman, Dean of
undergraduate students, said the
- purposes of the policy are: 1.) to
Seventeen members of PBL
improve major advising, 2.) to im- attended the State Fall Leader. prove relationships betw9.m stud- ship Conference in Kennewick on
eQts majoring in specific disci- October 22. They also toured the
plines and faculty teaching in Hanford Science Center.
those areas and 3.) to provide
Suzan Way, personnel officer
more reliable student information.
with Seattle First National · Bank,
At the time the student is not" gave a presentation on career
ified for admission into a program, opportunities with Sea-First. Marr
he will be assigned a major ad- Waddoups also conducted a minivisor and asked to meet with him workshop on memory techniques.
or her.
The conference elected state
Schliesman · said it is necces- officers. Two members of the
sary to secure an application form CWU chapter were elected. Julie
from the appropriate depa.rtment Stowe is the new state president
or program office. Once complet- and Vicke Jackson is the new state
ed and turned in, the student will treasurer. Both girls will be inreceive ' a letter from the de- volved in planning the 1978 West'partment chairman informing him ern Regional Conference to be held
of action taken on his appli- in Seattle in November, 1978.
cation~

IN PAIN-Tree trimmer Fredd Masuccio after the collapse of his bucket.

A 20-foot droe

TWo men hurt
BY DAVID ADAMS
Two men from the Central
maintenance ground crew were
injured last Monday when the
tree-trimming buckets they were
in, collapsed and fell 20 feet.
The two men were trimming
poplar trees near the Northwest
corner of Student Village when the
accident happened.
The campus police responded to
the call at 2:02 p.m. and were
quickly followed by Ellensburg
City police car and an ambulance.
The men were treated with leg
splints and minor bandaging by
the · paramedics and taken to the
Kittitas County Community Hospital. ·
Injured in the accident were
37-year-old Robert Giaudrone and
53-year-old Freddi Masuccio. Giaudrone suffered a broken right
leg and a broken left thumb;
Masuccio suffered a broken left
leg. Both were also treated for
small lacerations, contusions and
bruises. Nurses at the Hospital say
both are in stable condition and
resting comfortably.
T' - "ollapse of the buckets was
cau::"-~~..l'"ll6iing to Red Jackson,
head of the iuaintenance crew, by
the· breaking of the socket that
holds the hyd.:-aulic ram to the
crane.
When the socket broke, the
hydraulic ram released the crane,
allowing it to fall to the ground,
though the buckets containing
Giaudrone and Masuccio were connected at the end of the crane. The
men were able to stay in the
buckets when the crane collapsed.
According to the Campus Police
Report, the check plate, a back-up
safety device, also gave away
when the crane dropped.
Dan Smith, who was working
with the men at the time of the
accident, said the buckets were

FALL VICTIM-Maintenance man Fredd Masuccio
receives aid following his 20-foot fall.
approximately 20 feet off the burg, there were some parts
ground, though students in the replaced, but he believed the
Student Village area said that socket was not. All college vehicles
earlier the buckets were close to are given a thorough inspection by
40 feet high.
the Motor Pool.
Jackson said he felt the failure
Jackson said that to his knowledge, when the college purchased of the socket was caused by a
the truck from the City of Ellens- "factory defect."

Housing problenls
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN
corner of 9th & "C";- Mrs. Tatum
Sudents moving to <.::entral have said, "As long as I have owned my
encountered a housing problem. apartments I have never lost a
Though dorm living has decreased day's rent. When someone moves
and dorms have been closed to out someone is always ready to
compensate the loss of residents, move right in." Most landlords had
the off-campus student is finding it the same comments, all agreeing
a challenge to locate a place to live. that owning rentals in Ellensburg
The apartments closest to cam- is a good business.
1
pus are alwavs the first tt> fill.
Central maintains 497 of its own
Walnut North, a 192-u:pit complex on-campus apartments. There are
located on the northern edge of the no vacancies in any of those.
campus, has been filled since the Campus residence halls still have
middle of ,August. Ninety percent · rooms available. Central's policy is
. of their complex is inhabited by to prohibit single freshmen and
college students. Mrs. Jarrks Ta- sophomores from living off cam' tum and her husband ow.n a small pus. Students who are 21 years old
apartment house ~n the 8outheut or live with p~ents~ or re4',tives

..,

are not bound to this policy. Five
thousand, two hundred students
are living on campus fall quarter.
Not all of those students are happy
with dorm life. Many have said
that the dorms don't allow for good
study habits. Other people enjoy
dorm living to the maximum.
Peggy Hooker, a freshman · from
Kennewick says, "I could live off
campus next year if I wanted to,
but I enjoy dorm life and will
continue to live there."
Not everyone can have what
they want, but the residence hall
life is a good experience. The
housing shortage in Ellensburg is
a first in several yea ~·

~ . . ' P'm~
.,.,n
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Four go free
BY KELLY RYAN
Former Central student (spring
'77) Doug John and three other
local residents were released from
all felony charges stemming from
a sheriffs raid on a greenhouse pot
plantation August 3, in the Manashtash area.
The K.C. Prosecuting Attorney,
Dave Gorrie, said the case has
"such a strong appearance of government action and violation of the
. Fourth Amendment (unreasonable
search and seizure on the part of
the government) that I moved that
the case be dismissed and it was.
The amount of hemp confiscated
(65 pounds) by three sheriffs'
deputies was the largest ever in
the Kittitas Valley.
"Aside from all of the legal jargon, the fact remains that no
search warrant was present when
the evidence was confiscated and
that was the determining factor in
the case," said Cheisea Korte,
defense attorney for Doug John.
"The Sheriffs Department had
enough probable cause ·on two
separate occasions to get a warrant, but didn't. There is no way
that the Prosecuting Attorney's
Office could have made the evidence admissable in court with
that information."
According to Sheriffs reports,
information about a "pot planta-

tion.. came to the authorities'
attention through concerned farmers Waldo Brands and Roger
Sparks. The two had land next to
the greenhouse and ignored the
newly posted "NO TRES;PAS-J
- SING" signs on the perimeter fences surrounding the land which the .•
greenhouse was located on. They .·
subsequently relayed this valuable
information to the Sheriffs Office ·
and a stakeout was set up on Aug.
1.
Detective Fabian Kutchin called
the Prosecuting Attorney's Office
on two separate occasions about a
warrant and according to Gorrie,
was told to get one.
Kittitas County Sheriff Bob
Barritt explained the reasoning
·behind not getting the warrant
when there was enough due cause .
for them to obtain one.
Ii
"We had learned after several
days, that the property was owned
by Doug John and that he was in
Alaska and we wanted to wait
until he was here before we made
our move ...
But the lawmen made the move
when four crop tenders showed up
on August 5. The Deputies ques- ·s
tioned the four, pulled up the
plants and let everybody go. No NOT HIS STASH-Detective Fabian Kutchin inspects marijuana siezecl in unlawful arrest.
arrests were made according to
case.
A hearing was held in Yakima Kittitas t:ounty Superior Court
sheriffs reports, until warrants County Superior Court earlier this Judge W.R. Cole. Yakima SuSheriff Bob Barrett put it plainwere issued on Aug. 22. Then the month on the matter, after affida- perior court Judge Howard Hetly enough, "if at first you don't
four were busted.
succeed, ·try, try again."
vits of prejudice were filed against tinger was then assigned to the

J'

Rape program aids victims
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN
In 1975, a rape program was
started in Kittitas County. , This
program was designed to give
much needed support to the victims of rape.

After 21 great years

in the Kittitas Valley,
we ore celebrating.
Listed below is one of 35
great Anniversary buys.

Since that time, Rape Relief has
handled many rape calls and given
support to at least a dozen
reported assaults. Trained volunteers staff a 24-hour Rape Relief
number (925-4168). The volunteer
has been through a training period
and will be able to ~uide the victim
from the initial phone call, up
through the trial~ The Rape Relief
staff is also able to give its' callers
medical and legal information.
When a person becomes a r_ape
victim there are many important
things that should be done if the
victim wishes to apprehend the
assailant. The victim should notify
Rape Relief or a law enforcement
a~ency. From the first contact, a ·
pattern of steps will be laid out
for the victim to follow.
If the victim doesn't wish to
contad a law enforcement agency,
a Rape Relief volunteer can obtain
what is known as a ''Third party
police report." This will keep the
victim anonymous, but will aid in
the future apprehension of the
assailant.

1 •

Though Rape· Relief is basically
rape-oriented, they are able to
refer people with problems to the
appropriate agencies. Also rape
relief is available for men as well
as women; rape is a crime that
does not discriminate. The Rape
Relief vqlunteers work not only
with the victim but also with
counseling of the victim's relatives.
The program would like to
produce a long-range effect over
the sexual assaults ·in our area.
This can be accompliished by
educating the community on the
concepts of rape. What constitutes
rape? How do you protect yourself
against rape and what can or
· should you do if you are assaulted?
Rape Relief volunteers do a
service to the community by
working with law . enforcement
.agencies. Kittitas County Under~b eri~f, R!iY ·Benevides, said,
''Rape Relief is a necessary and
beneficial function to rape victims
in our County~"

'\'!

"IS IT SAFE?" _Woman peers out her window into uncertainty.

Ca111pus Beauty Parlor
In the Plaza 925-9595

and the
Band Box Beauty Salon
203 E: 5th 925-2177

Specializing in men's
and wom.e_n's complete
beauty care.
-HOircutt.ing & Styling·
Just in time for
Christmas,
wide variety of

100 % Cotton Flannel
in assorted plaids.
'

Reg. aoo

SALE

pierced earrings.

l<EN

~.•~. ;~;~u:s ni~~s ·:r::.~ 'M
~RED
.
_. _ . _

Campus Beauty Parlor. .

Downtown

590

Editorial Page ·
Robin Campo

W ·h at kind of deal is this?
Just what in tarnation is going
on around here? I fail to understand what exactly is happening
and it's about time someone told
me. This is an outrage and a crime
if I ever heard of one. Such an
un-American and unpatriotic thing
has never occurred before and it
makes me as mad as fire to think
that nothing is being done about it~
I called up the Campus Patrol
and they didn't know the first
thing about it. How can we expect
them to guard our campus with
that kind of attitude? After not
receiving any satisfaction from
them, I called up the city security.
Their dispatcher called me a name
and hung up. Then, I was really
mad. So, I called up the local
magistrate and he didn't know
what I was talking about. My
lawyer was on vacation in Tijuana
so I couldn't consult him to clear
up this outrageousness. But I'm
still wondering, friends, just what
is the deal here?
No one is taking any positive

action to counter this insanity and
I, for one, am totally amazed. This
kind of business has become an
epidemic and people are content to
sit on their collective and individual rear ends and do nothing?
Where is Uncle Sam when you
need him? Not a solitary government official made a single public
statement and they are always the
first ones to "scream bloody murder" when anything like this
happens. Now where are they?
They have become about as scarce
as a chicken with lips.
I am really beginning to believe
that every person in this once
great nation of ours is either blind
to all of this or is a complete
coward. If you can be satisfied
with yourself in that sorry condition, then fine with me. Why isn't
anyone out protesting what is
going on? Are you all dead out
there? You must be, . you gutless
wonders.
Now, I am .' ~suaiiy not one to
make a big fuss over things of this

nature but there comes a time in
our lives, friends, that you just
can't sit back any longer. I am
getting pretty steamed over this
whole thing . and I'm looking for
someone on whom to take it out.
Tl}at's going to be difficult because
no one wants to fight a crazy man,
especially when he's angry and has
access to an instant forum. But I
probably won't do it myself when I
·do find someone, because I don't
really want to get my hands dirty,
much less get involved in something as heavy as this appears to
be. I'll just hire someone to do it,
you know, in the good old American tradition . .
Let me tell you one more thing
while I'm at it here. When we find
out whoever it is that.is perpetuating this obscene, vile, despicable
thing, we're gonna fix your case
but good, probably quite literally
while we're at it, with a hammer
and a couple dozen nails. You hear
me out there in newspaper land?
You better.

Nate Smith

Energy For The Future
President Carter has announced
that if Americans don't start
conserving energy by 1980, he will
be forced to publicly flog a college
student in some{sort of meaningful
protest. Sound frightening? It
should-it is. An Exxon executive
last week told an apathetic America that if his company isn't able to
raise consume\' gas prices this
year he'll be forced to pay his
taxes. Is this the kind of country·
we learned about in American
History? I think not. Are ~hese the

' tka ~v•wt:.~..." o~ 't
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kind of principles our forefathers
fought and died for in the spirit of
the Revolution? I think not. Do .r
have the faintest idea what rm
talking about? I think not. But am
I getting paid extra this week for
writing this editorial? You bet! So,
let's stop wasting time and get this
show on the road and stop moving
your lips.
If you're a normal human being
(this is where you _Barto Hall
residents can stop reading), you've
probably noticed that the price of
everything is R"oing up these days.

This is called fuflation. Say it with
me: i-n-f-1-a-t-i-o-n. :tets face it, its·
getting very out-of-hand. I was
talldhg with a woman the other
day and she told me that she had
been forced to work nine jobs, sell
drugs, 'hook' and sell her children
into slavery, just to pay last
month's rent. Ridiculous, you say?
I agree. But is the woman crazy or
is the system?
You may also have noticed that
its' _gettin_g harder and harder to
find a job in the "cold world"
outside. This is called recession.
Say it yourself. Why, before I was
lucky enough to get a job at the
Crier, I had to rent myself out as a ·
laboratory rat. Absurd? maybe,
but who's fault is it, mine or the
system's?
And what is the most absurd
part of this whole crazy system?
Right! The ·fact that Americans
spend enormous amounts of money they can't afford to spend, on
energy! They'll give up unimportant things like eating and keeping
their children provided for, but
just tell them they should cut back
on driving their Cadillacs and Ford

station wagons and they call you a
Communist sympathizer. We live
too well in this country to cut
down on our consumption of
luxuries and if President Carter
had any smarts about him at all,
he'd stop trying to appeal to our
sense of decency and make energy
conservation mandatory. Oh, I'm
no radical, I'm merely .t rying to be
pragmatic. H~rewith, then, is the
Smith Energy Plan, which I will
present as soon as it's made up.
1) Hit Americans right where it
will hurt the most-in the wallet.
Raise gasoline prices to a million,
billion, or trillion dollars a gallon.
This will force most people to stop
driving completely and those who
do continue to drive, will all be too
old to be a .menace. Stupid, you'
say? They scoffed at Keynes'
economics when he fll'st presented
them, too.
2) Shut down all electrical plants
and outlaw lightbulbs. This will
bring energy consumption down
considerably and will force college
students to go to bed early.
3)Move the months of January
an.d February into the summer.
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Letters to the Editor
Responses To Bakke C0rtoon
Dear Sir;
We, the Black Student Union,
request a public apology for the
extremely biased cartoon in the
Campus Crier distributed on October 20, 1977. The Black population enrolled in CWU is offended
by this misrepresentation of the
purpose of Affirmative Action.
The Black Student Union requests some sort of assurance that
this type of irresponsible journalism will not be directed towards
Black students again.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth F. Lane
Information Chairman
Black Student Union
To the Editor,
Your political cartoon "Diggs" in
the October 20, 1977 issue is most
perplexing.
The cartoon suggests that Affirmative Action exists to assist

"colored kids" (for future referen~e. black people also find "nigger", "jungle bunny", "aarkie" and
other such expressions objectionable). This is patently untrue.
White and other specific segments
of the population who, historically,
have been discriminated against,
come under the protected groups
of Affirmative Action guidelines.
"In short, looking at the "protected
groups", their numbers involve
more whites than non-whites. Accordingly, to this end, Affirmative
Action is more of a positive thing
for whites than non-whites. However, Affirmative Action only
makes a thing illegal; this doesn't
mean that persons or agencies act
only in accordance with guidelines.
Another disappointing feature
of "Diggs" lies in the fact that in
1977 so many people (of concern
here, those with access to media)
see the world in Black and White
rather than multi-cultural terms.

There are also Red, Brown and
Yellow peoples.
Finally, we find ourselves in
agreement with Bakke's objection
to quotas-but for different reasons. Quotas tend to become the
limit or norm, rather than allowing
open availability.
It is perhaps the case that our
interpretations of the cartoon are
not those intended. They are,
however, drawn from what we
saw.
Educational Opportunities Pro-

gram Staff .

Dear Editor:
Your attention is invited to the
"Bakke Cartoon" which appeared
in the Campus Crier of October 20,
1977.
The cartoon, in and of .itself, can
lead to serious misinterpretation
of the intent of the Affirmative
Action Program and who it is

supposed to serve-just the
"colored". It also demonstrates the
need for exercising a greater sense
of judgment in using words that
are not offensive to Black Americans.
The Affirmative Action Program, is in an of itseH, a program
intended to attempt to provide
equal educational and employment
opportunities to all minoritieswho since the founding of the
Republic-have been deprived of
this inalienable right and have
been discriminated against in
terms of race, color, sex and
nationality. The Affirmative Action Program in just a partial attempt to correct past injustices
and to insure all minoritiesBlacks, Chicanos, Indians, Asiatics, etc.-that these abuses will
not reoccur.
It is absolutely important that
the Press exercise extreme caution in not producing in its
publications, messages that are
lacking in objectivity and can be

.indicative of ethnocentric practice.
The choice of words "colored Kid"
is extremely offensive to Black
Americans, because of the inferior
connotation given to it ' by the
white majority in referring to a
Black man.
It is our sincerest hope, that in
the future, the editor of the Crier
would refrain from utilizing cartoons that could be representative
of ethnocentrism and intend to
lead to foster racism. The words
"colored Kid" constitutes an
emotionally partisan concept used
by the white majority to indicate
lower status or inferiority of the
Black man-hence its ethnocentric
character. The Crier should
always ·attempt to edify with its
cartoons and not lend to misinterpretations and denigrations.
Sincerely,
Dr. Clarence Beecher
Dr. Mike Lopez
Dr. Richard Doi
Ethnic Studies

Initiative 335 ·eq·uals censorship
To the Editor:
I am deeply concerned about a
certain initiative which will be on
the November ballot-Initiative
335, the "censorship" initiative. It
is presented by its' supporters as
dealing with child pornography,
which exploits young children.
After having studied Initiative 335
in detail, I must say that I
disagree. Child pornography is
nowhere ·mentioned in Initiative
335. There is currently a bill being
considered in the United States
Congress, SB 1585, which deals
directly with child pornography.
SB I585 deserves our support. Initiative 335 does not. The vague
language of Initiative 335 would
place all sexually explicit materials
in danger of being banned. I do not
say that this is the intent of its
supporters, but it would certainly
be a consequence of passing Initiative 335.
The initiative provided that any
citizen of a county who is willing to
· put up a $500 bond (really any
citizen who is willing to put up $50
since bond premiums are normally
10 percent) may file an action to
close a business he deems to be a
public nuisance, even though he
has suffered no personal injury
from that business. If a jury
agrees that the stock in trade of
that business is niore likely than
not (this is a civil action with a
correspondingly lower burden of
proof than is required in criminal
actions) obscene, t}le business can
be closed and the materials in
. question banned. This enables an
individual, through invoking the
power of the government, to
impose his personal . tastes in
literature upon the public.
Few would disagree that the
frank and open discussion of sex in
recent years has greatly benefited
the public. People have overcome
impotence and frigidity, learned
new sex techniques, become aware
that physical intimacy does not
have to en~ with advanced years
and transcended the myths of
menopause, thanks not ·to censorship-but to freedom of the press.
Yet, a small group to wnom an:Y
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modern attitude toward s2x is
repugnant, might be able to use
Initiative 335 to end this frank and
open discussion. If sex is allowed
to fall under the shadow of
censorship, what is to keep religion, science, or politics from
_falling under the same shadow?
For certainly s~x is not less

important to the average citizen
than these others.
Freedom of thought and expression is the lifeblood of our
Republic. Let us work to preserve
it by voting NO to Initiative 335.

Dan's Photo Plus
Your photographic

headquarters

Sincerely, .
Thomas . Stahl
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Absolutely no Letters To The

strobe flash

Editor wi~I be accepted for Thurs .day's pape.r aft~r 5p.m. Monda·y

KODAK Big Flash
608 Camera Outfit
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Hush Puppies® Fleece
lined leather Boots

§

$5495

GtTSETFORA

HULLABALOO
KODAK Film

20 exp.
Get ready to snap goblins.

$ l75

~ · i€SrDan's Photo Plus
j
......_
420 N. Pine 925-4606_.

B

Don't wait until the snow flies before
you biJY your winter boots. We have
just recei'led our inventory of

~

§
IS

Hush Puppies® fleeced lined boots
and the size and style selection is at
its best. Weather the cold weather in
comfort with Hush Puppies(.R' fleece

8

lined leather boots.

Nov. 2nd
Large SUB Ballroom
12-9 P.M.

fleece lined
winter boots

Used ski wear and equipment
new equipment'for sale
demonstrations

9 95 to 55° 0

H you have equipment for sale, bring it to the SUB ballroom
on Oct. 31 from 2·5 p.m.
Nov. 1 from 2-5 p.m.
and Nov. 2from 9-11 a.m.
Deca will sell your items for a fee of 15% of your selliq price.

i

®

llush

®

Pu1>1~!~:.~

/Jf\

~~' DECA

FOR MORE DETAILS: call 925-4686,
•or 962·2200

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
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Who really cares anymore?
with some interesting findings.
Yes, it was the late '60's when
the instituiton of homecomirig
was questioned. In a Crier interview on OCt. 24, 1969, then
· homecoming ·chairman Jim· Hardy said, "I am proposing these
changes because I don't · feel the
events are in line with the homecoming spirit." Those changes
included, among other things, the
elimination of the homecoming '
queen. In the fall of 1970 the
A.S.C. practically bowed out of the
scene completely and it took a
joint effort by the Resident Hall
Senate and the Latter Day Saints
(Mormons) . to keep homecoming
· alive. Although it seemed homecoming was on its' way out, it still
created quite a stir. The front page
story of the Oct. 30, 1970 Crier had ·
. an interview with then A.S.C.
s: ·cial vice-president, Tony Ginn.

BY DAVE FREIBOTB
When I started this article, I
figured I was going to show the
apathy of a number of years ago
and then gradually point to the
.bright optimism of the present. So,
I figured if I looked at past' Criers
of the '69 to '70 period I would find
the roots of this lack of "school
spirit."
What do you think of when you
think of the late '60's and early
'70's? Most of the reactions I
received were: student unrest, a
lack of direction and a general
questioning of all the basic principles, not only concerning school
btit life itself.
Well, I was surprised. I spent an
afternoon in the 'school archives
examining old Criers and came up

In that article the question of
homecoming was tossed about to
some lengths.
Homecoming trudged on thru
'71 and '72, even though the theme
of the '72 homecoming was "The
year· that almost wasn't," but
homecoming was still in the mind .
of the student. 'Joe Average' still
thought about the game, the dance
and the partying that · was to be
going on during the weekend.
I thought at this point, I would
begin to detect a change in
attitude as I kept flipping through
more recent' articles. I figured
with the war winging down, things
would become more sedate and
that the student would put the
bullshit aside and get back • into
school. I was right and I was
wrong.
Things did settle down. They
settled to almost a listless atti-

. tude. Nixon and· Watergate kept
things stirred up through '74 and
school activities received a little
attention, but the trend was going
down instead of up, as I had
anticipated. This was getting close
to the time I was in school, when
my attitudes were being reflected
and, by god, I'm not the one who's
making this worse, it was those
guys back in the rough '60's,
right!?
In the Oct. 30, 1975 issue of the
Crier, the only mention of homecoming was a write-up in the
sports section. In fact the entire_
paper had the look of a high school
paper, leaving . me to wonder
where the interest was. Just when
I had expected my aware classmates to bring us out of the
pitfalls of apathy, I was being let
down, hard!
The apathetic '70's just weren'~

that. The atmosphere was one of
questioning and involvement. At
that time students were asking
why, loudly. The big news events
in the 1970 Crier was the draft and
R.O.T.C. demonstrations. It's funny and sad that the "big" news
events in a 1975 Crier was parking
and dining hall food. If you were to
ask a student in 1970 what they
thought about homecoming, you'd
probably get a long piscussion on
the purpose of school functions.
Pose · the same question in 1975
and the typical reply would be-:"Who gives a shit?"
So I can't blame anyone for the
state of involvment at C.W.U. but
ourselves_. It iS our present atfr·
tudes that have caused this uncaring state and it's distressing to
know that when you hear "I don't
care," it's being -applied to more
than just homecoming.
-

Campus Cops harassing bicyclists
.

Police are busting bicyclists! It
seems obvious to me that some
priorities need to be set here. Our
Campus Police are on a real ego
trip: While grand auto theft and
larceny are being performed,
they'i:e walking around the dorms
looking for someone with a bottle
of beer in theii hand so they can
slap that hand.
Police · are here for public protection. Well I find our . police a
publice nuisance. The Campus
Police park their cars right in the
walkway I Congesting traffic Worse

Dear Editor:
Lately I've noticed the Campus
Police cars parked on the walkway
to the .SUB..: Then p. couple days
ago, I read a clipping that told me
why. It -seems our Campus Police
have found a new pastime, another
fine way to waste away tax
dollars. They're giving bicyclists
tickets. Isn't that nifty?
While people are getting the
tires ripped off their cars, or
getting their tires slashed, or
getting their whole car ripped off,
or getting raped, our Campus

,

.

than normal and causing a potential hazard to bicycle riders. Because they're parked in the bicycle
lane, it only seems fair that if
they're going to issue tickets to
cyclists going too fast, they should
also issue tickets to people walking
in the bicycle lane. They should
also by the same right, give tickets
to people running down the walkway.
I think a much better solution to
the bicycle problem would be to
widen the bicycle lane. The small
lane they have now is plenty wide

~.Z.W0LF

enough for the tires but I've seen
very few cyclists that are as thin
as their tire.
This whole situation kind of rubs
me because what is the point of
riding your bicycle if you're not
allowed to ride it any faster than
people walk? I realize a couple

ing before they look and often
times leaping in front of a bicycle.
I'm guilty of this. I've done it man)
times.
So- the next time you need a
Campus Policeman, _you will know
where to find him-he'll be har.'."'
assing some cyclist on the walk~·:'l.y. Get Pissed!

ueopl~ have been hit this year, but
99.9 percent of the riders I have
seen are very cautious in the way
they ride. It's the foot traffic that
iS more hazardous than the wheeJ
traffic. People are constantly leap-

Thanl·you
J. Buf..y Crowe
(I do not own a bicycle)

&f1'1> RtcAARDS
l. MEAN, :JOST 'Tfott~I(
Naf:MJT IT SLICK~ IF' A
COOP!..£ OFAUIHSINE~

NOP&~

NI l:Uiet.L. l.c'OO ANOTt'\ER
\1-\1~: \F" iHE.Y DID
L.ANC> HE.RE, ANO
STARTEC> ME$1N' W!Tt°'
lJS, Wl'\l.J WC.'D NEVER

io WALi( uP Af.lD S11-.m°
t..NllN' A AN>ON oi;,
Tf.\~'O JOST BE NO Wt>.'?

a success

W£ COOU:>fOOL' EM~

· 8e. Tt.f SAME, AbA1f\J f

ASC blood
drawing
To the F.ditor:
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hair
cutting
hair analyzation
shampoo balancing
conditioning
cut and styled dry
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W.l.N. Chairman Responds
Dear Editor:

the Nation) is a statewide organization concerned with legislative
Upon reading your .recent arti- issues (The present issue being
cle "Debate on 40" in the Crier, Referendum 40.) W.I.N. is a memOct 20, I noted some errors. Would ber organization of "1'.U.G. So are
you please print a correction of some twenty other groups statethose items. The correct informa- wide.
2) The debate scheduled on
. tin follows;
Monday is between a member of
1) The Umbrella Group
W.I.N. (not T.U.G.), and a member
(T.U.G.) is not an off-shoot of.
W .I.N. (Women for Integrity in of W.A.C. (Women's Action Coaltion). Ida Hawkins is a member of
the Nation).
The Umbrella Group (T.U.G.) W.l.N., not an official Qf T.U.G.
was recently formed in Ellensburg W.I.N.'s present chairman is Joyce
Wilson.
'
by a group of concerned Washing3)
W
.I.N.
has
not
been
reorganton citizens (men and' women).
T.U.G. is an organization for ized into T.U.G. W.I.N. is still in
existence. W .I.N. has not had
organizatiohs which acts as an
"umbrella" for groups who are internal problems.
4) In
debate, equal time is
dedicated to a) preservation of the
family; b) Judeo-Christian ethics fair. Ida Hawkins stressed equal
and actions; c) one nation under time allotment to the planning
committee rather than allowing a
God; d) unity of action.
One o[ the purposes of T.U.G. is pro-commission talk by Mrs. Norto establish a communications ton to precede the debate.
Please correct your former arnetwork between various groups.
Any organizaton who wishes to ticle.
join T.U.G. may apply in writing
to the T.U.G. committee. Joyce Thu$ you,
Wilson is the Kittitas County Jovce Wilson
W.I.N. Chairman
District Coordinator for T.U.G.
W .I.N. (Women for Integrity in T.U.G. District Coordinator

a

The ASC-sponsored blood drawing on Oct. 19 was a successful
venture in that 140 pints were
donate~.. .We did not reach the new
quota of 160 pints, but we are
grateful for what we got. The
regional demand for blood occa- ,
siorially exceeds the supply, and
CWU's contribution is always
greatly appreciated.
The campus blood drive program is made possible by ~.he
combined efforts of faculty ·and
students as well as . community
volunteers. Dr. Wilma Moore and ·
her Health Education students
deserve very special recognition
for their .involvement with thE
quarterly drawings over the '
years. These classes help with
publicity, serve as runners, load
and unload the mobile unit and
help with the physical set-up of thE "
clinic.
Mrs. Lois Robinson and the
women affiliated with the Kittitas ..,
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross deserve much credit for
helping to organize the drawings
and for providing and serving >
refreshments to the donors. The
media-Campus Crier, Daily
Record, KXLE, King Video, and
KCWS-is corn.mended for publi- ,
cizing the program.
Stay with us supporters. Every
little bit helps.
Sincerely yours,

P. Douce
Faculty Coordinator
CWU Blood Drive Program
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Cyclists now targets of ticketing
BY DAVID ADAMS
An increase in bicycle accidents
and several near misses are two of
the reasons Central's Campus
Police stated for issuing speeding
tickets to bicyclists and college
vehicles.
Ten days from now, the Campus
Police will use radar borrowed
from the Kititas County Sheriffs
office, to monitor bicycles and col;
lege vehicles on the ·Campus pathways. According to Campus:Police
Chief, Dolf Brickley, the radar unit
is portable and can be placed in
any car or be carried by hand. If a
vehicle is found to be over the 5
m. p.h. limit, a speeding citation
.
will be ..issued.
Chief Bri~kley said the new
·polky covers the entire campus,
but added there are trouble spots
they know of and have received
complaints about. "We will monitor these, QUt not on a 24-hour
basis, just periodically."_

The ticket fines begin at $30 for
10 miles over and $37 for ·11 miles
over the limit. From then on, it's
$2 and $3 for every mile over the 5
m.p.h. speed limit.
"Unfortunately they are high •. I
have to grant you that,'' said Chief
Brickley, about the 'ticket fines.
"It's the courts that post the price
schedule."
The tickets are sealed the same
as for regular traffic offenses.
Prices are set by the Kittitas
County Court and not Central
Washington University or the
Campus Police.
All tickets are to be payed at
District Court downtown. and are
considered the same as any citation, including parking tickets.
Brickley said that speeding tickets received from riding a bicycle
will go on the operator's driving
record, because a bicycle is also
"classified as a vehicle."
"I've had countless complaints
about near . misses and of course
the old theory of 'a miss is as good

Help available
Two places on Central's campus services besides private counsewhere students can go for counse- ling. It is open to students, staff
ling or "general" guidance are the and their families, only. Under the
Counseling and Student Develop- supervision of Dr. Wells ·Mclnelly
ment Center, located in Sue Lom- and four other professional psybard on lower campus and the chologists, the Center is involved
Counseling Center in the Psych- with training groups for residence
ology Bullding on upper -campus.
Qall staffs and topic groups such as
According to Dr. Levell ·from Women's Awareness and Self Hythe Psychology Department, he pnosis for Self-Improvement.
said that the major function of
A new service is the Washingboth centers is the same-to
ton Information Service-a comcounsel, however, there are a few
puter that gives information condifferences~
..
·
cerning' aptitude and job contacts.
The Counseling Center at the
Mclnelly says that the new comPsychology Department, supervi- puter terminal provides job inforsed by Dr. James Levell, is a mation and is -a good way to get in
training ground fqr graduate stutouch with the right people to find
dents receiving credit and experi- a job. Students. can also use the
ence for future careers in counse- terminal to check vocational aptiling. Counseling sessions are held tude by programming _their intein rooms equipped with one-way rests and having the computer
mirrors. This enables supervisors
predict their job suitability. Sesto view the student couns.elors.
sions are also free of.charge. Both
Video cameras record the sessions · centers counsel fqr personal, acafor later viewing, by the supervi- demic ·and vocational . problems.
sor and student who work toThey handle rap groups, academic
gether on cases and give the
probation problems and single,
student feedback on his.counseling married and famHy problems. The
techniques. All clients are told in supervisors at both centers are
advance about the videotaping.
psychologists with doctoraL degSessions are free of charge and rees. in counseling. They · believe
open to all students and members that their services should be
·of the community. All information thought of as guidance and that
is kept confidential.
students should feel free to use the
• The Counseling and Student centers for all kinds of problems.
] Development Center_offers other

as a mile' is not really what we are
after," Brickley said. "We are just
asking complianc~ with sensible
safety regulations, that's all."
Brickley said · that he feels
students will welcome this effort
before someone is perhaps killed.
"Other methods have been tried in
the past. Painting strips for an
·example, but nothing proved to be
effective."

"Another point is that a bicycle
cannot stop in a straight line. They
~n't. They ~nnot stop lik~ a fo~
wbeel vehicle, theoretically, ·
Brickley said. "The rear end
usually goes left or ri~ht, thereby
injuring the rider or someone

, else."
The idea of tickets will be tried
for about six months, according to
Brickley. After that thne, the
police office will decide if it wants
to continue the program or not.

"We are just interested in the
general safety. We have college
vehicles, three and four wheelers,
that -this rule applies to, also,"
Brickley said.
Brickley said he didn't want
anybody to think the Campus
Police was just going after bicyclists.
"If the violator is a three
wheeler and employed by the
college, he's in trouble t~. I don't
care who it is," he said.
Brickley /said he didn't see 5
mtles as being absolutely unrealistic and added · that each · case
would be judged on an individual
basis. "This whole thing iS based
on sensibility," he said.
"I've clocked riders at 22 m. p.h.
~ow that's obsessiv~, because on .a ANOTHER OBSTACLE · Biker gets eloeked by on-campus radar.
bicycle the stoppmg power is
.
practically nil," he said.

This Is Such a Good Buy
We Tell Our friends About It I
Our friends expect and receive, straight, thoughtful
answers when they come to us with questions. When
t-hey ask us to suggest a music sys fem that will satisfy
their desires for wide-range, accura1e sound at generous

listening lev~ls, at the lowest possible price, ·this is the
one we show them I

System Price

$399
including Our "Blue Chip Sy.stem"
Warranty.

·.N PENDLETON, US}{

.The vitality of 100% worsted wool takes on a new
and exciting flavor in Pendleton's Western line. The·
~ Indian design of the Authentic Harding Patterns
~ adapts beautifully to the crewnec~ pullover. $47.56.

~

~

~~
'"'ue

tAe ~

Great speakers and plenty of clean power are the
secrets; the Advent 2's, driven by the Harman/Kardon
.3 30-C am/fm receiver, do the job. They'll fill your home
with life-like sound attained by.only .a select few
of the .
most carefully matched systems. You can spend a lot
more and not do nearly as well/
' The B.l.C. belt drive, programmable turntable with
Shure M 75 EC cartridge will give your rec9rds the care
they deserve and get all the music Iron:» them to the
Harman/Kardon, Advent combination. You'll hear things
you didn't know were on your discs I
So if you're looking for the
"best buy" in a stereo
JUST $79.35 DOWN, $16.22 A . MONTH!
system, don't hesitate to
Cash price with tu $419.35-down payment
ask us for help. 1After all
$79.35-24 monthly payments of $16.22-towhat
are friends for?
tal deferred payment price $468.63-annual
percentage rate 12%-upon approval of
credit-insurance, if desired, extra.

' vaaap...

\.la aca· .

Com Ing soo·n
toCWU
I

.

•

f irefaf,f ----November 15
With Jesse Winchester

Tickets available at SUB Info Booth,
"~
·czardC.s &. Budget Tapes
.
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The Chestnut Street Challenge
llY .S TAN NOTEBOOM

course. In one seciton they only
tore up half of the street and then
Last Saturday, over 25 brave filled it in with gravel so that when
sows risked life and limb to you drive down it, two of your
complete one of the most demand- tires are spinning in the gravel and
~ ing All-Terrain Vehicle courses in the other two have good
the Northwest, The Chestnut
"Unfortunately, we had one bad
S~reet Challenge.
accident that marred the day's
For those of you who are new to _race. One newcomer was making
Central, in the last few years the the left turn from Eighth on to
city of Ellensburg and CWU en- Chestnut and he forgot about that
gineers have combined in an effort #1/z&$ divider way over on the
to frequently tear up Chestnut right side of Chestnut and in his
' Street for what is becoming an attempt to miss it, ,he swerved too
annual event, The Chestnut Street far to the right and plowed into
Challenge.
Pizza Mia. At least Pizza Mia was
The course ·starts in front of kind enough to give him a sweepLind Hall ~s the four-wheel drive -stakes number for dropping in."
vehicles make a left turn from
The race was won by Central
Eighth Street onto Chestnut. Halfstudent
Chuck Hoal, largely beway up the street they encounter
cause he had shock absorbers from
huge gravel piles where new pipes
a Mack truck specially adpated to
are being laid that are supposed to his '68' Rambler for The Challenge.
last much longer than the old kind
Hoal, who was sponsored by a local
of pipes. Thus, the drivers are meat packing com.pany, survived
forced to take a detour through the course in 20 minutes and 13
the parking lot across from Black seconds · in his car he nicknamed
Hall, which features several hair- "Shock Eaze".
pin curves and plenty of Kittitas
dust. Once back on Chestnut, they
The leading money winner on
procede under the train trestle the ATV circuit this year, Dusty
where there are huge puddles to DeTour came in a disappointing
contend with. Before reaching fourth, behind two other Central
Holmes Dining Hall, the racers drivers.
turn east through the treacherous
parking lot next to the Bassettis
DeTour said, "Overall I · was
and finish in front of the Health satisfied with how I .drove today,
Center where the staff is conve- but I don't think it was fair having
niently located to administer to to compete against these Central
broken bones and such. ·
students. They get more practice
This year's chairman for the than the rest of the drivers
Challenge, C.A. "Whip" Lash, was because they have to drive.on this
pleased at how well the event monster all year long."
went this year. "The street crew
had the C0'1rse in excellen.t -condiAfter their exhausting but
tion. The chuck holes were in their thrilling day of racing, some of the
·usual good shape and this year the drivers expressed concern about
crew added a new wrinkle to the the new d:r:ainage pipes being put

£ractioD.

RACE TAKES ITS' TOLL. Truek is left abandoned on

in this year. They wondered that ii
the pipes are supposed to last so
~uch longer than the previous
pipes, whether the city will have a
legitimate excuse to tear up the
street again.
In response to the drivers'
concern about any construction
during the time of next year's
event, Chairman . Lash shrugged
his shoulders and said, "Does the
wind blow in Ellensburg at springtime?"

baekstre~h ofl "The

Challenge."

1111!
presents the 10th
Annual

Pot plant on display

Halloween Party

BY CHRISTINE SIBLEY

Some students may have noticed the .large marijuana plant
growing in the Campus Police
office window. The office is located
on the west side of campus with
the plant in a window facing southi
it is receiving morning and afternoon sunshine.
The plant is quite easily seen,
standing seven feet tall and bushing out about three feet wide. It is
being kept for an upcoming judicial case. -The plant was confiscated May 26. An officer found the
plant under heat lamps .and in full
public view in a campus dorm. A
pick-up truck was used to transport it to the Campus Police Office.
Campus Policy Chief Brickley
said the plant is being kept alive tu
preserve it in the state in which it
was found. Chief Brickley said that
the plant is being kept in a conspicuous place because. "many people
have never seen a marijuana plant,
and this is one way to satisfy their
curiosity. Also, by keepillg it here,
;
it can be watered regularly." If
you have never seen a marijuana
plant, here is your chance to see an
3rd & Pine
925-4.441
I
excellent speciman.
The defendant in this case has
I
failed to appear as directed by the
court and a warrant will have to be
issued for his arrest if he does not
appear. The defendant, if found
Really add to your
guilty, will be charged with posInterior Decoration.
session of a controlled substance
and charged with a misdemeanor,
since it was apparent he was using
We ha ve 0 n e 0 f th e
it for his own personal use.
If it becomes apparent the deI
f
,. t I
t
h
f
fendantisnotgoingtoappear,the
~rges se ec ons 0 c. oose rom
plantwillhavetobedestroyed.A
(over 70 hanging plantsJ.
picture will be taken first for
evidence. The officer who found
We also ,,ave clay pots, fall bulbs,
the plant and Campus Police Chief
Brickley will destroy the plant by ferf lllzers, pottery, SOiis, hangers,.
burning it in an incinerator. '
d
As to the possibility of theft,
stan s, ceram le pots and Venus flytra~
Chief Brickley said, "There is just
as much possibility of any evidence
beingstolenthatisbeingstored."
'our business Is_growing' .
(Cont. to Page 12) ...
_.........._.....__~_.-......_ _..._._.....,..........._.....iiiiliilliiiiiiiiiiii. .

!;C OSTUMES REQUIRED!
Saturday Oct. 29 8:00 p.m.
Happy Hour

Happy Hour

All Night

All Night

~qtique

Delicatessen Restaurant
with seating

Ellensburg Boot & ·shoe -

Repair

Full line of shoe care
products plus a full-service
shop.
Tues. - Sat. 9-5:30 p.m.

.....----------------------------~.

!

r-----""'------------~---------------------------- ~.

_H OUSE PLANTS

t)eli
I

After the
m ·u sic dies
doYln, head
doYln to .t he
Antique Deli.

,
.

.
••

Homemade soups & salads

Eastern, We-stern & Imported
beers.

Catering avai-l a_,le
Hours: 11-6 p.m. Mon.-Th...-..
l 00

w.

Friday till 9 p.111.
8th

I

I

35 different sandvviches

Wllllam 's Green
· house

~

925-3457
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Applicants narrowed down to 30
The search for a successor for
CWU President, Dr. James E.
Brooks, still continues as the
number of applicants have ·been
narrowed from 251, down to 30.
The . 13-member selection committee, which has been meeting
periodically since la~t January,
met again Oct. 21 with the Board
of Trustees to give their progress
report.
According to Dr. Burton WilIiams, Dean of the Scho_ol of Social
and Behavioral Sciences and

chairman for the committee, they
were "log jammed" last January,
because of Governor Dixy Lee
Ray's decision to appoint new
members to Central's Board of
·Trustees. ,
After the Board's reorgan~za
tion, the committee -advertised in
national scholastic journals for
applicants for Brooks' upcoming
vacancy. By the first of August,
254 had applied; later, three
withdrew.
·
Of that tot.al. seven are women

and two have indicated that they recognize the necessity for the
are members of minority groups. university to improve the quality
Williams explained that according and increase the variety of exto-Affirmative Action guidelines, pei:iences available to the student
although the committee request body, within and outside the
the prospective candidate to state classroom, both on and off campus.
his or her ethnic background, the In addition, the successful candicandidates had the option to date ~hould possess the vision and
decline to do so. In additon, no ability: to use Central's rural
CWU faculty member has applied setting to strengthen residential
for the position.
programs and traditions of scho.
Earlier this year, the Selection larship.
It is further expected that the
Committee released a list of desired criteria to be considered. Those successful candidate will be sufpoints include:
ficiently skilled in public speaking
"Candidates for this position and other arts of communication to
should have earned a doctorate become a spokesperson for higher
from an accredited institution and education in Central Washington
have a record of scholarship and and to assl!me an active and
teaching requisite for a full pro- respected positfon in discussions
fessorship; however' individuals among the six st.ate college and
from outside the traditional educa- - university presidents. The indivitional community may have ac- dual must be committed to· the
quired appropriate qualifications principles of academic freedom,
through other experiences.
tenure and shared governance and
The successful candidate must in meeting the requ~ements of
have a background of creative affirmative action and collective
administrative experience. Pref- quested to indicate their ethnic
erred administrative .experience background and sex in their letwould include significant involve- ters of application. Althougfl nroment with agencies of state and viding the informaiton is optio"nal,
federal government, the sensitive it is important for the success of
handling of diverse interpersonal our 4ffirmative Action Program.
relations. and responsibility for
The candidate was further to
substantial budgets.
submit references and a statement ·
The successful candidate must
of philosophy of education, admini-

Don

Cleman,ca11 the !idetity u~ion .coneg~
·
Master Field Associate m your
area:

925-4 l 7 5

Charles Manson
is e1igible for parole
n~xt yE:)ar.

Will he be set free?
Come -hear a·b out th ·is and

other fascinating facts of
Man-son's ''family" from the
c_
h ief pr,o secutor and author
of "Helter Skelter."

November '-2
8 p.111.
Nicholson Pavilion
Advance tickets- $2 50 w/ASC,
$3 00 Gen.
At the do.or- $3 00 w/ASC,
$3 50 Gen.
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The presidency carries a minimum $40,000 annual salary and a
college-provided residence.
Dr. Williams emphatically stated that Dr. Brooks will have no
voice in the selection of his
successor.
Those serving on the committee
include: Betty Chavers, Budget
Office; Burton Williams; Donald
M. Schliesman, Dean of Undergraduate Studies; Al Eberhart,
Director, Business Services and
Contracts; John Purcell, Director
of Institutional Studies; Jacqui
Leghorn, Student Representative,
Board of Control; Turk Ely,
Alumnae; Abe Poffenroth, Pliysical Education; Donald Shupe,
Psychology; Keith Rinehart, English; Wilbur Johnson, Chairman,
Department of Geology and Physics; Larry Danton, Business Administration and Economics and
Cleary S. Cone, Ellensburg lawyer.
The committee will continue
with its' evaluation of the 30
candidates:To date, none !las been ·
invited to Central for interviews.
The Board of Trustees will
select Brooks' successor after the
January board meeting.

Register bikes

Putting this face
in your future.
Your Fidelity Union Field Associate can help pJan your financial
future with College ~aster. College Master is the nation's leader
in life insurance. for college
seniors. Let him tell you why.

stration and expectations for the
coming-decade at an insitution like

.

The Campus Police Dept. -is encouraging students to register
their bicycles with their department, so a record can be established if a bicycle is lost or
stolen. The serial number and
description of the bike is taken and
kept on file along with the student's -name and address. The
Campus Police are offering this
service free of charge to any student.

Vincent

Bugliosi

4
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Drama

students
go spooky
BYBILL KOSSEN
Traditionally, Halloween was a
time for bonfires, masquerading
and the telling of ghost stories.
But these ancient Celtic practiees
have given way to a modern
American version which includes-among other things-honoring
the local poultry, through the tossing of raw eggs; glorifying the
god of brain damage by consuming copious amounts .of liquor; and
attempting to scare the shorts off
the · local citizenry.
This year's haunted house at the
Ellensburg Rodeo grounds is only
interested in achieving the latter.
For the slim fee of one dollar ($1) a
mortal can enter the house (which
is · really the Home :Economics
Barn), for a twenty-minute tour
and the thrill of a lifetime (give or
take a few years).
The place could give a woolly
mammoth goosebumps. As a witchy Debbie Ratcliff exclaimed,
"Before we even started working
on it, the barn was scary when the
lights were out!"
Debbie is a member of Central's
Three Penny Players, who along
with Pizza Hut and the Ellensburg
Parks and Recreation Department, are sponsoring the haunted
house. The proceeds from it .will
help drama students in future productions. Budget cuts of up to 85
percent this year in the Drama
Department left the students to
their own resources in comi:µg up
with the money needed to put on
plays.
The haunted house's doors will
creak open tomorrow night at
seven-thirty and will shut tight at
dead midnight. This schedule will
continue every night through
Monday.
While the sponsors are hoping
for a big turnout, it is not recommended for anyone under highschool age. As a spooky Val Vardeman put it, "It is just too scary
for anyone younger."

Wit~hes,
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Whystuden
. BY KEN MUNSELL

supplement his/her authorized financial aid package with additional
employment on the CWU campus.
Students cite three major reaIn effect, the students wh" qought
sons for leaving Central: financial
additional income from the CWU
problems, a chance for a full-time
campus were prevented from dojob and academic difficulty.
ing so."
Dr. Greg Trujillo, Director of
The second most cited reason
Testing and Evaluation, has made bs been acquiring a full-time job.
a continuing series of surveys to this has also risen steadily since
determine the reasons students !973, from less than 200/o to 36.90/o.
either drop out of school during a Academic difficulty is the third
.quarter or leave between spring
and fall quarters. He has devel- most cited reason, with 24.20/o of
the withdrawing students citing
a questionnaire that is given to all
this.
Trujillo writes that there may
students who begin the process of
be three reasons. for this. He
withdrawal.
The most important reason ci· believes that it could mean ~hat
the student is not working up to
ted, has been financial problems his own expectations, has taken
In the fall of 1976, 40.90/o of too heavy a credit load; or is in an
withdrawing students cited this off-campus program and find that
rea.sOn, rising from 29.50/o in 1973. they "1lo not have time t.n combine
In his "Withdrawal Survev.:_Fall
1976," Trujillo writes that a 'partial business, social and academic
: explanation for this may lie in the lives."
A striking development in the
revised Financial .Aid policy insti- Fall 1976 survey showed that a
tuted at Central, Fall Quarter large significant· number of
· 1976. A student can no lonller

Why go to CW.U ?
BY KEN MUNSELL

Freshmen come to Central because of many reasons. According
to a report done by the Director of ,
he Testing and Evaluation office,
Dr. Greg Trujillo, the most important reason is that the school has a
good academic reputation.
The Testing ~ffice administered
a questionnaire to incoming freshmen in 1976: to find out their
reasons for coming to college. It
patterned. after a nationwide .
:questionnaire; so that the answers
d,uld be compared to the national
responses.
The three most important reasons why ~Freshman come to this
school are: the aeademic reputation, the fact that it offers special
educational programs and on the
advice of someone who attended
the institution. Other reasons
~ed by over 100/o of those polled
are: being offered a .financial aid
package, through the suggestion
of a friend and the low tuition.
· The 360/o of the Freshmen who
cited the school's academic reputatiPn as .a reason for attending
CWU "did not differ greatly from
cqmparison groups" according to
'Trujillo. The presence of special
educational programs is. cited by
5.50/0 of the freshman.
·Many of the freshmen said that
eone who previousl attended
1

the school advised them to go to
Central. At 25.50/o, this is the third
most cited reason. Trujillo writes
that "Central's former students
appear to be doing a far better job
for the college than the graduates
of other institutions." He further
believes that the "finding could, in
part, reflect the efforts that have
been made at organizing the
Central graduates, also advise
many people to go to Central. Over
90/o said that this was their major
influence.
A greater proportion of Central
students (16.70/o) cited an offer o
financial assistance as the deter. mining reason for choosing Central
than national samples. Trujillo
'writes that it appears "that even
with little funds, Central did
fairly good job of distributing what
financial aid was available."
Low tuition, a reason given b
10.9% ·of the freshmen, also is
important in the decision to atten
Central. This is a low figure whc~
compared to the nationwide r
stilts of 190/o of college freshmen
and 16.3% of university fresh
men. Trujillo does not believe that
any changes in .tuition will afft c(
the number of freshmen attend
ing the .college.
. .
Further studies are being mad
by the Testing and Evaluatio
Office. Results' will be released
upon completion.

students cited the academic quality of the college as a reason for
withdrawing from the school. This
has risen from 8% in 1973 to
15.4% in 1976. Trujillo writes that
"this is a jump of 5.5% from the
previous high of Fall Quarter 1975.
Trujillo belie.ves that this is a very
sig;.if1cant development and
"should be given considerable
attention."
The quality of the social environment at Central and dislike of
college life at the school also are
significant factors given for withdrawal. Both responses show a
sharp increase during the last

The survey shows that contrary
to widespread opinion, few people
leave Central because of the
two-year on-campus living requirement. Only 6% of the .students
gave this reason.
·
The largest number of students
who drop out of college during a
quarter are juniors, with 20.80/o of
the total. Second are graduate
students and then freshmen, with
21.50/o 'and 20.80/o, respectively.
The Testing and EvaJuation
Office continues to take this sur- ·
vey. Results for Fall Quarter 1977,
will be released during Winter
Quarter.

year. For the first time ever, these
answers were given by more than
15% of the students in Fall 1976.
The p~rcentage of freshmen
and sophomores who drop out
during a quarter has dropped
~ignificantly in 1976, while all
other classes and graduate students show a rise.
·
When asked if the withdrawing
students intended to transfer to
another college, 23.50/o said yes
and 74.5% said no. According to
the survey, the great majority of
the departing students will not go
to another college in the future.

The mid-sixties

/The way they -w ere
BY BILL KOSSEN ·

Hello again, nostalgia fans. This
week "The mid-sixties" are featured, starring the Vietnam War,
Coach Nicholson ancf as usual, a
cast of several thousand students.
When the 1964-65 school year
started, over 3,750 students· enrolled at Central, almost a 25 percent increase over the year before;
and tht:lre were 1,300 applicants
that were denied admissions!
A letter to the CRIER was
written by an alumnus expressing
disappointment that there was not
going to be a "fast band" at the
homecoming dance. The man ex- ·
plained that "There are many
people that do not consider rock
and roll restricted to high school
students and juvenile college students."
For homecoming week, a couple
of "noise rallies" were planned,
before the football game. On Saturday night there was a "Homecoming Hop" in the SUB ballroom.
A big headline in a 1965 CRIER
was "College Men May Soon Be
Called For Draft," because "the
current supply of draftable, married, childless men is expected to
soon run out." The lucky ones that
would be ' called first would be
those at the tail end oi their ciass,
. grade-wise.
Naval Captain C.J. Chastek,
State director of selective service
said that th is method "would
stimulate a greater interest in
higher education by encouraging
college students to maintain
standing at the top of their class."

Is this why the average g.p.a.
has gone up so much in the last
decade? If the rise in g.p.a. can be
attributed to a corresponding increase in student effort, then all
this grade inflation nonsense is
just that. But if pr8fessors were
guilty of grading easier just . to
keep their students from bemg
sent to Vietnam (as some have
been accused), then you will be
reading about it in Robin Campo'~
column in a few weeks.
Cannot forget the sports. In
1966, for the second year in a row,
second-year ·coach, Dean Nicholson, took his basketball team ba,ck
to Kansas City for the · NAIA
national championships, which has
since become almost an annual
tradition for his teams.
Aside from winning all the
regional championships, the 196566 wrestlers, under the coaching of
Eric Beardsley, took third place in
the NAIA national championships. ·
And the "Off-Campus Studs" won the Intramural football championships.
The CAMPUS CRIER captured
superior ratings for the first time
in the paper's history. Why did the
Associated Collegiate Press at the
University of Minnesota bestow
this honor on the CRIER? Because
it had, "good coverage of news as
well as routine events; effective
feature copy, especially human
interest and you are at your best
in editorjals," sfated the- judges.
Now just wait and see when the
awards start rolling in for this
year's edition. We have already
been compared to the Seattle
Shopping News. among other
"great" metropolitan papers.

Getting dowrr to business, Kelleher Motor Company advertised a
Cadillac for sale at only $199. The
only catch to "the deal was that the
kitty was from 1953 and had but
two doors.
Well, if y~u enjoyed that little
morsel of useless information, take
a bite of t.his. At the now-defunct
Maverick Steak House, one could
get a New York Cut steak, with
fries, roll and butter for only $1.39.
A salad went for, get ready-19,
count 'em, 19 cents. At prices like
that, it is no wonder the Maverick
defuncted.
That is it for · this weeks'
episode. Tune in next week when
those high and exciting times that
are known to a few as "The uppersixties", are uncovered.
-

Pot
(Cont. from Page 9)
laboratory to verify that it is a
marijuana plant. If the defendant
shows up, he may try to prove in
court that it isn't marijuana.
Chief Brickley has seen the
plant regularly since it was confiscated in May and said the plant
has not grown noticeably. He said,
"There are approximately 400
.types of this plant, some reaching
8-10 feet tall, but this particular
one seems to have reached its'·
maturity."
There were dry, dead leaves
that had fallen from the plant and
The plant will be sent to a police
were-laying on the floor and in the
pot. Chief Brickley pointed out
that pot smokers could roll these
into a paper to smoke.

THE COMPLETE
PHOTOGRAPHIC .

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

CENTER

ALL SUBJECTS
Fast, professional, and proven
quality. Choose from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the
current edition of our 220 page
mail order catalog.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
<?13) 477-8474

Our research papers are sold for
res.earch purposes only.

206 East 4th Ave.
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Dead and well in Seattle
BY HAROLD LANE AND
ROBIN CAMPO
Next year, two classes on the
subject of life in ancient Egypt will
be offered by Central Washington
University. They are timed to
coincide with the arrival of the
artifacts of King Tutankhamon in
Seattle-now scheduled to open in
July and to be. shown until
October. The classes will be coordinated and taught by . Dr~ Paul
LeRoy, Central's resident expert
on Egypt.
Basically, the classes are designed to attract two types of students. The first type will be the
potential teacher in the humanities, arts or social sciences, who
will find the · material timely and
helpful in the understanding of
their subject. The second type will
be the person who has no career
interest in the matter, but is
simply fascinated by the remnants
of an unreachable past.

The first class, entitled . "The
Wonder of Ancient Egypt." will be
offered in the spring of 1978.
Listed as History 298 or History
498 (depending on the student's
discretion) it will be worth from
three to five credits. It will survey
the history of Imperial Egypt,~
with a special focus on the Eighteenth Dynasty, during which the
adolescent King Tut reigned. The
class will be located in the SeattleTacoma area, which will assist the
teacher in presenting a clearer
description and analysis of the
period, l?Y being near the Seattle
Art Museum. Slide shows and
trips to the Museum, where the
This second course has many
artifact exhibit will be located, will
unusual features, the most promialso be used.
nent of which is the number of
professors and disciplines involved. Dr. LeRoy will be involved in
the history, but he will be assisted
by Catherine Sands, assistant
professor of anthropology; Robert
Goedecke of the Philosophy Department; John Ressler, Chairman
of the Geography Department and
Quentin Fitzgerald, associate pro·
fessor of art.
The class presentation will also
include a trip to .the Columbia
River, so that students may see
first-hand geological formations
and climactic conditions similar to
those in ·Egypt. There are also
visits scheduled to several archeological "Digs," so that information
can be gained about how artifacts
are uncovered; and, of course,
In the summer of rn78, an tl!ere will be trips to the exhibit at
inter-disciplinary class called "The the Art Museum.
Land of the Pharoahs" wilJ be
Anyone who is interested in
offered, presenting the achieve- either or both programs, please
ments and successes of the kings call Dr. Paul ·LeRoy at the CWU
of Egypt. This course will combine History Department: 963-1455. He
lectures, discussions and slides to 1will be happy to send you further
show the works of the Pharoahs to information on the location, time
the stu~ent.
and other details o( the programs.

Welcome
Home
Central
Alumni .
for quality
gifts

But ton >Jewelers
4th & Pine
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Con.c ert series opens in Yakima
BY DAVE FREIBOTB
The Yakiina Valley will receive
some long overdue cultural nourishment this year when a variety
of entertainment ranging from
columnist Jack Anderson to Tchaikovsky Competition prize winner,
Daniel Pollack, will appear.
Anderson, the nationally syndicated investigative reporter will
appear March 8, in Yakima's town
hall series.
Pollack, who along with Van
Cliburn, share the distinction of
winning the Tchaikovsky Competition, will be the season opener for
the Yakima Valley College Concert
Series in ·November.
The two are only a highlight of
the cultural offerings being presented during the next nine
months. 'There are also a wide
variety of art · sliows, concert
series, guest speakers and y akima
Little 'l'heater that will be presen.ted throughout the Yakima Valley.
·Alan Paton's "Cry the Beloved
Country," kicks off the · Yakima
Town Hall series Oct. 27, at the
Holy Family Church.
Born and educated in South
Africa, Paton is a leading liberal
voice against apartheid. A noted
humanitarian and author, he has
received the United States Freedom Award for his courageous
defense of his countrymen's freedoms. ___ .
Adventurer Jon Lindbergh will
follow Paton, Nov. 14. Lindbergh,
who lived for. 49 hours in an
.underwater en:vil·onment at a

of

.depth ·of 432 feet, is a leading . le~ing fashion cen~
the
·spokesman for the development of
world. and ·on the spot · to cover
ocean knowledge.
·
any important fashion event ffom·
Peg Bracken, author of .t he b~~! _ major shows to roundtable desiga,se"fier, tlie :1'1 liate fo-Cook Book.'.'
er talks.
will appear Feb. 10. Bracken's
The c(!µege concert season will
offer ·four groups during the next
book disproves the theory that
women must take cooking as a
six ·months, starting out with
serious subject. Her knack of
Pollack on Nov. 9, at Kendall Hall.
blending wit with common sense,
The Gotham Trio will be featurhave made her a success in· the
ed Jan. 16, to be followed by the
newspaper columns and -on the
acclaimed Philadelphia St~ing
lecture circuit. ·
Quartet on April 13. InternationalWoi:nan"!s Wear Daily vice-presily renowned, the group has redent and fashion'editor June Weir
mained one of the top concert
will be the final speaker on April
attractions for the past several
years.
21. A leading fashion expert, Weir
is in constant contact with all the
'l'he final concert of__the season ·

u

-will see flute and harp joined,
when the Lyric Duo appears on
April 25.
The Yakima Symphony Orchestra has already opened its' season
with the Leland Lugar Orthopedic
Guild sponsored Pops Concert.
The official debut of the sym. phony's season will be Nov. 20,
when Douglass Nott's "Metamorphosis" will be performed. The
concert will beJrin at 3 p.m.
Handel's "Messiah" will return'
after an absence of four years, in a
joint production by tile orchestra
and chorus. The oratorio will be
presented Dec. 13, at 7:30 p.m., in
Davis Auditorium.

Yakima's Oleta . Adams, now a
succe'ssful nightclub star, will appear Jan. 29, with the symphony
at Perry :s;all, in.a 3 p.m. . concert.
Orchestral and choral music will
be offered March 12 and violinist
Danial Phillips will be featured in
the last concert of the season on
April 23.
Kendall Hall will be the sight of
two performances of the Yakima
Youth Orchestra. The String Players of Yakima (SPY) will accompany the orchestra whe~ they
appear Jan. 23 ·and April 24. The
concerts will begin at 7:30 p.m.

CWU's Jazz Choir chosen
BY ANNIE SUFFRON
Central's Jazz Choir has been
chosen to attend the National
Association of Jazz Educators
Convention in Dallas; Texas, on
January 3rd. Taped auditions
were held last spring and the .choir
was selected to represent the
Pacific Northwest in the four day
event. The group consiSts of 24
singers and a piano, bass and drum
rhythm section.
.John Moawad, Jazz Choir Director and Dave Barduhn, Assistant
Director, are helping the choir

prepare 10 jazz works for their one
hour performance at the convention. Also, the group will participate in a sight-reading session of
new charts; there will . be workshop~ in jazz singing and playing
and arranging by top artists in the
field. Personalities like Sarah
Vaughn and Tony Bennett will be
performinsr.
It's going to take a lot of money
to get Central's Jazz Choir on the
road to Texas. Approximately
$8,100 for the group. Each student
must have $300 to be .eligible
attend. The ASC has been asked'
for a donation, as well as music

publishing companies and soun~- dule. They will have to "pay their
system firms. ·several fund- dues" to be ready by January.
raising events have been planned. Barduhn said, "The convention's
going to be a neat experience for ,;
A gourmet baµquet is schedul- th~ group. It was an honor ·for
ed for the night of December· 3rd. Central · to have been chosen to
The Jazz Choir will entertain and participate in the event."
all proceeds go to the trip t o • - - - - - - - - - - -. .
Dallas. On December 9th will be
Jazz Night, to be held in McConnell Auditorium, where the Jazz
Choir and Jazz Band will be
performing. Half of these profits
will go toward the choir convention fund also.

Rinehart

sets

The group has planned a h,eavy
rehearsal and performance sche-

PROGRAMMllG
POWER I
Tl Programmable 57.
The powerful superslide
rule calculator you can ·
program right from the
"''"" '"'" .....
1 •
keyboard. Comes with
an easy-to-follow, selfteaching learning guide
-over 200 pages of
step-by-step instructions and examples .
Quickly learn the value
of making repetitive calculations at the touch of
a key . Recall entire in- .
struction sequences .
Display intermediate results at any point in the
A.C.E. PRICE
calculation. Eight multiuse memories provide addressable locations to
store and recall data. Program memory ~t~HeS up
to 150 ke"ystrokes (50 program st_eps) . Editing too:
Singlestep. Backstep. Insert or delete at any point
in a program . Also a powerful slide rule calc~la~or
with logs, trig functions and advanced ~tat1st1cs
routines .
Sug. Retail $79.95

Tl Programmable ~8.
Combines · three maior
innovations to bring the
power of programming
to you-even if you've
never programmed before: Extraordinarily
powerful-=-at a remarkably low price. Revolutionary plug-in modules
put complex formulas to
work at the touch of a
key. Step-by-step learning guide that takes you
from the basics of programming through adA.c.E.PRICE
vanced programminglanguage you can understand . Up to 480 program steps, or up .to 60 memories . Master Library module contains 25. p~e
written programs in math, engineering, stat1st1cs
and finance. Also increases number of steps-up
to 5000. Library programs may also be a~dressed
from the keyboard or inserted as subr?utines. Can
also be used with Tl's new PC-100A printer/plotter.
It lets you plot, print headings and . promptmessages.
.
Sug. Retail $124.95

................
:+
FREE:
= 1::J
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ALSO AVAILABLE:
The Tl Programmable 59. More powerful
than the Tl-58. Up to 960 program steps or
up to 100 memories. Magnetic cards store
up to 960 steps. And. record and protect
custom programs. Also 10 user flags . Six
levels of subroutines. Fou r" types of
branches.
Sug. Retail $299.95.
OPTIONAL LIBRARIES: Applied Statistics, Surveying, Real Estate/Finance, Aviation, Marine Navigation and mqre.
Sug . Retail $35.00 ea.

A.C.E. COUPON
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Tl T-Shirt:

I WITH PURCHASE OF Tl-57 OR Tl-sa•
lumit: One shirt per coupon
Cash Value 1/20¢1
I Good on• wHk only at Bookltore _ D•l•---f---- I
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recita·I .
BY ANNIE SUFFRON

Good old classical piano music is
going wild and contemporary at
the Jennifer Rinehart. Concert on
October 27 at 8 p.m. Featuring a
modern program, including a work
by Central Music Department's
Professor John Rinehart, Jennifer's music involves everything
from electronic sounds to nuts and
bolts.
The program reflects a wide
v.ariety of contemporary styles of
music. Rochberg's Nach Bach
quotes Bach's E. Min~r Partita in
20th ·Century fashJon. The percussive Four Pieces by Steinke will be
played as well as Cocktail Music by
Martirano, · relecting the jazzy
· style of Art Tatum. A highlight of
the program will be Jennifer
playing inside the piano directly on
the strings in John Rinehart's
Motions, scored for · piano and
electronic sounds. Another unusual work, Cage's Music for
Prepared Piano, explores the tone
colors possible · when nuts and
·bolts are applied to the piano
strings prior to playing. Also on
the program are Kalvierstucke IX
by Sockhausen ·and Schoenberg's
Three Piano Pieces.
Jennifer commands a wide repertoire of piano music but is an
ardent crusader of modern com' position. She taught piano, theory
and literature at Heidelberg College in Ohio for six years. She has
performed thoughout the midwest
and become known for her contemporary repertoire. She now lives in
Ellensburg with her husband John
Rinehart and t'eaches private
piano lessons.
Few pianists have the advanced
technical ability, and imagination
required to play 20th century
music. Jennifer comes to us with
the kind of technique and energy
that fire tl}e contemporary repertoire .into · an exciting musical
experience.
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Equus

Fall Production
BY NATE SMITH
The fall production from the
boy is not healed."
Drama Department will be Equus
· Leinaweaver says that the play ·
by Anthony Merideth, directed by is like all drama in · that it is "a
Dr. Richard Leinaweaver. The situation completely removed
play is a story of a troubled boy from our own experience." He
who blinds six horses with a spike continues, "All people really live
and his examination by a psychia- _ common lives. We eat, sleep,
trist. Leinaweaver describes the watch television, etc. What
play as "powerful, startling, gutsy, theater provides is a chance to
visceral, spiritual and a good . step outside that everyday exisdetective story." It won a Tony tence and into a whole new world.
Award for Best Play in 1974 and Equus is a chance to step-into a
had a successful run last year with world that is something of an
the Seattle Repertory Theatre.
ultimate in Outside."
Leinaweaver considers the play
a 'religious experience.' "The boy's
Leinaweaver also mentions that
God is Equus~ the horse. He be- there is nudity in the play and adcomes trapped in this religion he's vises that anyone who may be ofmade. He becomes its' slave and fended should pass it up.
master. The boy's past life is exaCast members include Bob Goin
mined, as well as his fantasies. The as Alan, the boy; Mike Stern as
psychiatrist, Dysart, is the detec- Dysart; E. Dee Torrey as Alan's
tive. He must examine the boy and father, Frank; Jan Stances as
aisk himself if he (the l?oy) is mad. Alan's mother; and Catherine J.
In the course of the play, Dysart Sands as the magistrate, Hesther
learns a great deal about his own Solomon. Tickets will be on sale
psyche and by the end we are left Nov. 2-5 at two dollars for adults
wondering who is realiy mad. I'm and one dollar for students with an
not sure anything is resolved. The A.S.C. card.

A LITTLE MORE SOLDER SHOULD DO IT-~ cast member prepares
a prop for the play.

Stillman speaks:

.;

Of cameras and photography
Speaking from experience, Stillman said he has worked on all
kinds of photography and he
strongly feels "photographs are
good for art.'' Photographers
should "not necessarily take
pretty things, but take real things
pretty in their own way," he observed. "Personally, I like to work
in black and white."
In a slide presentation, Stillman briefly outlined the history of
cameras and photography. In 1839,
the Daguerrotype made portrai·
ture available to everyone and
most of the early camera techniques are still in use today.
Showing several ·cameras · he
uses to achieve a variety of resuits, Stillman emphasized that to
excel in photography, one must

"There has been a change in attitude toward photography but not
· in the kinds of things being 'shot,' "
stated George Stillman, CWU Art
Department Chairman.
To an audience of amateur
photographers, in the city _library
Sunday afternoon, Stillman said he
. began his career in photography
40 years ago. As a 12 year old, he
sold photographs to support his interest in the art. During those
early years, he "would rent a book
from the local photographer for a
nickel a day" in order to add to his
knowledge.
For those wishing to improve
photography skills, he recommends reading books on the subject. He also suggests using a
tripod and an exposure meter as
they "make a tremendous difference in the ·quality of photographs,'' he explained.
What is good composition in
photographs is aptly stated by Edward Weston, Stillman said. Weston's idea is that good composition
is the "strongest way of seeing."
Stillman suggested that this varies
from person · to person as does
interpretation of the photograph.
It is "difficult to know how a
photograph taken today will be
interpreted in the future," Stillman commented. "Pictures look
completely different· later, than
when they~ are taken." Current
connotations change the meaning
of pictures taken in years past, but
photography "shows the times"
Stillman emphasized several times
during t.he session.
People photographs are still
"very viable in photography today," he said "and common, everyday folk turn out to be important for quality of photography.''
When questioned about light in
ph~tographs, Stillman said he
thought there was "no such thing
as bad light, only bad photographers." He thinks rapid changes in light facilitate interesting
photoJtra:phs.
. ., · "'

The yearly experimental photography show at CWU is "interesting whether you like them (the
photographs) or· not," Stillman
commented. This show is reviewed
nation~lly in "Art Week" and
"Popular Photography" and is fast
gaining national recognition. He
feels it is a positive addition to the
art program .at the University. ·
This juried show is held toward
the end of the academic year.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Will do theses, term papers,

course work. tables, charts.

.

etc.
Call-Offiee:968-2803.
Home: 925-1727.
Ask for Gail.
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and does not produce -will minimize '
frustrations over results in photo- .
graphy.
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Band members die
The rock group, Lynyrd Skynyrd, if they ever again< play, will
never sound the same. A tragic
airplane crash the night of October
20, took the lives of three members of the band. Ronnie Van Zant,
Steve Gaines and his sister c..ssie
Gaines were the three that were .
listed as fatalities. Van Zant was
the lead singer and co-author of ·
many of the group's songs, including "Sweet Home Alabama" and
"Free Bird." Steve Gaines was one
of the three lead guitarists that
Lynyrd Skynyrd featured and
Cassie was a vocalist.
WhHe the rest of the band
survived the crash, all were injured. The pilot, co-pilot and the ·
group's assistant road manager
were not so lucky, as their injuries
were fatal.
The band had just beg~n a
national tour and were on their
w~y to an engagement in Baton
IW~ge,. J.m:iisi<yJ.a. ,,'.7~~
._.. ,
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DRIVE II

Open Monday thru Saturday
1 pm-7 pm
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* GRADE A MILK
* PAST/HOMO MILK

Food coupo.ns
accepted
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w. 16th -- 12&-1821

Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion
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Arts & Entertainment

Homecoming events se,t
BY DAVE FRIEBOTH

A variety of dispfays and exhibits will be available in the
Psychology, Technology and Art
department buildings.

served on the Holmes lawn. A
two-piece student group will pro- ,
vide entertainment.
The homecoming football game r
against Western Washington University will start at 1:30 p.m.
There is to be an alumni gathering
at Goofy's following the game.
Kicking off Saturday night's
activities is the buffet banquet at
Holmes from 5:15 to 7:00 p.m.
Starting at 9:00 p.m., -is the
casino and dance. "The casino will
be in the SUB theater, while the
dance will be in the SUB ballroom," says John Drinkwater,
A.S.C. Manager, "This will be a '
semi-formal affair with play money
and soft drinks in the casino. A full
wet bar will be available for those
who are 21 or over, across the hall
· in room 206." The dance will
feature Ultimate Satisfaction, an
eight-piece student group that will
play for the enjoyment of both
parents and students alike. The
price of the evening will be two
dollars.
·
"We want to emphasize student
participation," says Don Wise, "It
has come to our attention that
students feel left out of the
activities and this is not the intent
at all. We want everyone to take
some interest and enjoy the activities."

llistituto
Cultural
Tenochtitlan, Inc.
Mexico Winter Quarter
Earn Co 1lege Credit
Take a Mexico -~un·study break in Morella, a
colontal city high on the sunny central plateau,
or in Mazatlan, city of magnificent beaches on
the Pacific Coast I lnstltuto Cultural Tenochtitlan
in cooperation with Western Washington Unlver·
.s ity in Bellingham and Eastern Washington
University in Cheny, offer a comprehensive
schedule of courses In Spanish, Social Sciences
and fine and applied arts.
Fees under $600 include room and board with
a Mexican family, ~ocal excursions, Including
Patzcuaro, Paracho, Santa Clara · del · Cobra,
T:zint:zun:zan and others, and, If you are going to
Morelia, we will meet you In Mexico City, pay
your hotel arid, provide your transportation to
Morelia. We will even show you around
Mexico City and Teotlhuacan. For a descriptive
brochure, .. cont~ct: Forei~n Study Office, 202
Peterson Hall, telephone '63·3612 or ICT at

[206] 783-2262, 7716 Gr. .~..,woocl · Ave. N.,
Seattle, WA 981 _
0 3.
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. Jody Daigneault

Hey kids I It's Trendy Teen Time
Albums for this week's review
were provided eourtesy of Czardas
and Sterocraft.
sal to not compromise their music
and iipage for money. I'm glad
they opted to break up and lay
back as opposed to what sellouts
like Ted Nugent and Steve Miller
did.
Whirlwind Tongues is four years old, but it's better than 99 per
cent of the muzak that gets away
with being called popular music
these days.

without all the benefits you've
That's why Eddie and the Bot
Rods exist.
had~

'"'
I don't want to put them down.
I'm a big rock and roll fan. But
have you ever heard of a truly
intellectual rock band? Simon and
Garfunkel don't count. Steely Dan,
maybe, but they're boring. No,
Idiocy is the catch word for rock
and roll, exciting :rock and roll
anyway. The Stones were never
anything
more than a bunch of
SUPERTRAI\fP
oversexed drips. Little Feat took
THE TUBES/NOW
INDELIBLY STAMPED
themselves too seriously and are · - The musicaf folks that brought
now reduced to playing Weather 1us "White Punks On Dope" now
Here's a sheep in wolfs clothing
Report charts. Sad? Not really, bring us another "graphic projecif I ever saw (heard?) one. A & M
because the Eddie album is out tion of punishment by diseased
Records '(put A and M together
and once again droolers rule the minds-nothing is fixed, nothing
and what do you have?) cle~rly
world! They open with "Get A- stable-the world of being is in
threw a pair of tits on the cover,
cross To You", a·tidy little piece of conflict and chaos. Even the very
hid the recording date inside the
mainstream rock that puts your stars are falling."
album cover and pawned this·off as
brains on the wall (huh?). They put . The Tubes could very well be
a "new" Supertramp album.
themselves into overdrive and the most off-the-waU band of the
In reality, the album was record- ·
zoom into "Horseplay" which fea- decade (outside of the punk-rock
ed in 1971 and it doesn't sound BOB WELCH/FRENCH KISS
tures the ·most incomprehensible bands which I refuse to consider).
anything like the sound SuperOff-the-wall is the only adequate
tramp has become famous for . .- My first reaction upon seeing his lyrics this jaded head has heard
since
"Subterranean
Homesick
description
I can ascribe to a band
Now that's not to say "Indelibly new album on the record racks
Stamped" isn't a good album; was; "Oh boy, a new record by the Blues". But the best thing about whose lead vocalist bills himself as
Supertramp does do some pretty former guitarist of Fleetwood-Mac this album is the inclusion of live '' "Quay-Lewd" and wears twelvenice things on this and other ·when they were really good. And cuts. Almost all oldies! First one is inch silver platform shoes along
albums.
to think that he was even in a band "96 Tears" the old hit by? and the with ballerina's tights and a skirt.
This seem to be cheap, sleazy with Jethro Tull's original bassist Mysterians. "Too many teardrops/ Even the toilet-seat guitars can't
Madison Avenue type gimmick, and Soupy Sales' drumming kid! For one heart to carry on!" the shock me after that.
I wanted to bring The Tubes
however: Sexist, to boot.
This should be a great album." singer screams. You just know this
guy's
going
to
pay
the
world
back
.
here
to Central for a concert,
Gosh, I hope Ralph Nader will Well, Bob Welch sure fooled me
be proud of me for exposing this this time. Not until I looked at the for what it's handed out to him, on because their stage show is report, ed to be one of the more elaborflagrant violation of truth-in-ad- eredits on the inner sleeve did I a silver platter.
ate shows currently on the roadvertising ethics. I hope this doesn't ;discover that Lindsefy Buckingmean I don't get anymore free . ham, Christine McVie and Mick
Next live cut is the Who's "The what with video screens and
drugs, free records, carloads ot ,Fleetwood either played on or Kids Are Alright", played at a monitors, assorted multi-media
loose young women and kickback .helped produce French Kiss. You'll pace that would give Mario AD- ev~nts and naked dancing girls.
money from the major recording 1 pro~ably recognize those people as dretti something to write home Only · problem was that I w.asn't
industries. If it does, then rush being current members of Fleet- about. But the kicker on the album quite sure if the masses here were
right out, buy the album and wood-Mac.
··
is their sensitive rendition of Bob ready for live sex acts (humping,
forget you ever read this review.
Need I detail how an· of the Seger's "Get Out- of Denver". cunnilingus, etc.) and whatever
songs sound like they were crea- "Because-you-look-just-like-a-com- else the band does during one of
ted for the specific purpose of re- mie-and-you-might-just-be-a-mem- their concerts. After seeing the
ceiving air-play like our friends, her-baby /Get-out-of-Denver-baby/ turnout at the . last porno flick
the current Fleetwood-Mac are Get-out-of-Denver!" I had difficul- here, maybe it would't be such a
'
noted for? I think not.
ty breathing after this one and bad ide.a after all.
Needless to say, The Tubes are
Get with it Bob. Hali-naked eventually burned my John Dengreat. Sure, they're weird, but
women and/or sex on the cover .ver albums.
they're not "punks". (What are
doesn't make a good album.
punks anyway, but cretins that get ·
. That about sums up the high
points of this superb album. The
Bot Rods have nothing to do with
intelligence, taste, or culture. That
is why I love them.
1

BLOODROCK
WHIRLWIND TONGUES
It's too bad that everyone wrote
off Bloodrock as "another Gl"and
Funk". The only thing Grand Funk
nd Bloodrock had in common was
that ya-hoo capitalist manager and
owner Terry Knight. Knight put
the two bands on tour together,
' ut Bloodrock ended up getting
.the shit-end of the stick. Promoters in general have a knack for
mismatching bands like that. The
.aost classic example was the concert that featured the Monkees
.with Jimi Hendrix as the opening
(as opposed to the headlining) act.
Whatever stands to make the most
money goes.
Another thing that strikes me as
too bad is that Bloodrock is no
longer together. Part of their
demise was their image problem.
It's hard to survive as a band these
•iays un~ess 'an the members wear
identical outfits and sing trendy
lyric8. I respect Blo.odrOck's refu-

. EDDIE AND-TllE ROT ROiJS
TEENJ\GE DEPRESSION
BY NATE SMll'B
Ever wonder how the other half
lives? I mean the fools who go
throu~h life without the benefit of ·
a valuable college degree. Have
you ever wanted to know why
some people are content to be
illiterate, while you're working
hard on a liberal arts degree? Ever
wondered why they're the ones
who get all the good jobs and you'll
probably wash cars until you get a
call saying you can be a substitute
teacher . for the Hoquiam school
district? Well, wonder no more.
These are liberal times and employers just like. to hire people .
..
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Incense &
Head Gear
Records, .fapes, '.
waferbeds &

furniture
Hours: 11·7 M· F

"Sat. 12. 6
.O pen Sunday 1'·[5
~ 10 North

Ruby

9~5-3,0Q

into being buggered in jail cells?)
"Cathy's Clone" is a nice little
up-tempo tune, Van Vliet (Captain
Beefheart) wrote "My Head Is My
Only House When It Rains" and
Bud Seoppa plays -;Middle Linebacker.'
And yes, "the very stars are
falling".

THIN LIZZY
BAD REPUTATION
These guys were getting a bad
reputation, all right. Namely, it.
was becoming questionable whether or not Thin Lizzy would ever
get their act together and put out
an album that was worth sitting
down and listening to. With the exception of the one obligatory A.M.
radio oriented song called "Dancing in the Moonlight'', they've
made good progress in the right~
direction.
The album's liner notes include a· ·
statement giving "special thanks
to our friends Rush." If anybody ean show Thin Lizzy what
rock and roll is all about, Rush can.
The energy levels. throughout
"Bad- Reputation" are not spectacularly high, but there are high
points on the record. · "Bad Reputation's" main drawback is that
it sometimes comes off as Bad .
Repetition.
I get the impression from Thin
Lizzy's album that they like to
court this"Bad Reputation" image.
Maybe it makes them feel tough,
like Bad Company. That's too bad.
Bad . Company isn't worth the
imitation:
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Soccer team

Paul Anderson. talks strategy with player-coach
Chusok (Chuck)' Hutavatchra

•• .takes

Rod Bloss·o m uses his head

BY GREG KULCzyK
CWU's soccer club garnered two ·
games in the win column last
weekend with a 3 to 1 victory over
. U. of Montana on Saturday and a
forfeit from Whitworth Sunday.
U. of M. Grizzlies, winners of the
conference title four of the last five
years were never really in the
game. Montana saw its' record slip
to 2 and 2.
Cary Davidson chalked up the
first hat trick of the season for
Central by scoring all the goals.
The Cats first goal came ten minutes· into the opening half when
Davidson drilled the ball past the
Grizzly goalie on a breakaway.
Montana got its' first and only
goal five minutes before the end of
the half on a 20 yard boot, tying
the game 1-1.
Twenty minutes into the second .
half, the Wildcats regained the
lead for good 2 to 1 when Tim
Crawley kicked a perfect assist

two more

pass to Davidson. Cary put the ball
into an open corner for his second
goal.
Davidson closed out his hat trick
five minutes later. A loose ball in
front of the net was shot past the
goalie, making the final score 3 to
1.
Player-Coach Tim Crawley
praised the play of the entire team
but singled out Brad Bull, Bobby
Storino, Dave Anderson and Tom
Crawley on defense. Special adulation went to Anderson, who
Coach Crawley said "played his
best game ever." The Cat defense
kept the U. of M. shots-on-goal to a
total of 15, with most of those
coming in the first half. Cent:ral
tried 25 shots, three of those going
into the net.
Special acknowledgement also
went to goalie Ron Button. Besides
making 15 saves, many of which
were tough, diving stops, Button
even went out of .the goal box to

Cary Davidson goes wild after scoring his second of three goals

strip the ball from a Grizzly player
on a breakaway.
.
Central received a ·forfeit from
Whitworth Sunday when they
failed to show. The Cats record
climbed to 3-1-1. Next match will
be Sat., Oct. 29 at the U. of Idaho.
Just a word on the soccer club.
Besides studies, the club meets for ·
practice every day. Because the
club is not sponsored by Central,
each member has to fork over 15
dollars for League fees. Each .
player must also supply his own
uniform. Not counting shoes, this
costs up to 25 dollars. Balls are
supplied by whoever brings one. ·
Travel arrangements consist of
the club members taking turns
driving their own cars, with others
chipping in gas money. They drive
to the game and return the same.
day. No meal money, no lodging
accornodations. I wonder how many would turn out for, say, football
if conditions were the same.

• Oct. 27, 1977
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Defense saves game

Wildcats
BY TONY LEITCH

Maybe Southern Oregon College
is beginning to wonder if they
should even bother making the
trip to Ellensburg anymore. For
the eighth consecutive yea~, the
Wildcats defeated the Red Raiders
in conference play.
But don't get the idea that Saturday's game was a pushover. It
can honestly be said that the game
was in doubt until the final
seconds. With just 50 seconds
remaining in the game, Southern
Oregon lined up at the Wildcat
four yard line with a first and goal
and the Wild~ts leading 22-19.
That is when in stepped the
Wildcat defense. The same defense that ·until then had given up
more yardage than any other
school in the conference. The same
defense that had already given up
over 400 total yards to the Red
Raiders.
The Raiders had driven 68
yards, including a key 13-yard pass
from quarterback Dave Whitmire
to wide receiver Will Taucher,·
that · put them on the four.
Certainly not an enviable position to be in for the Wildcat
defense. On the first play, ·Whitmire gave the ball to Dennis
Shields (125 yards in 20 carries)
who was stopped by safety Dave
Peluso for a one yard loss. On the
next play, Bob Stancik and Dick
Butts forced Whitmire to fumble
out of bounds at the 8 yard line. A

•

Win

delay of game penalty on the next
play put the ball back on the 13
yard line for a third and goal situation. Close coverage by Mike Fitterer forced the next attempted
pass by Whitmire to go off of Taucher's fingertips. On fourth· down,
Whitmire again went to his favorite receiver Taucher, (8 receptions for 110 yards.) Whitmire
found him over the middle but he
was stopped by the Wildcat de.fense on the two yard line and the
threat was over.
The 1500 fans in the stands witnessed a game that had just about
everything they could've asked ·for
in a football game. They witnessed
an awesome passing display by
Whitmire, the league's leading
passer. On this day he had 18
completions in 35 attempts for 246
total yards.
The fans saw Central's most
impressive rushing game thus far
this season. They gained 237 yards
on the ground,_to go along with the
109 they earned through the air.
The fans saw long.drives and big
plays by both teams. They saw
great team defensive efforts and
great individual efforts.
Central scored first, following a
Brian Maine punt that-the Raiders
fumbled away on their own 42
yard line. Jim Ellingsworth fell on
the loose ball. Keeping the ball oil
the ground, the Wildcats drove 42
yards in six plays with Tom Scarsorie going the final five yards for

Cat sets
BY TONY LEITCH

Despite the record-br~aking
performance of Toby Suhm, the
Wildcats finished sixth among nine
schools participating in the Fourth
Annual Pacific Lutheran University Invitational. The meet, held at
Ft. Steilacoom Park, was won by
Willamette University.
Suhm outraced 93 other runners
in setting the course record of 25
minutes and 39.5 seconds. Former
Central runner, Brune Mancla:rk,
now a senior at Western, finished
third ~hind Suhm and Willamette's 'T erry Zerzeran. Suhm
broke the old course record of
~ 25:47.1 set last year.
The Wildcats had just entered
into their first week of stress
tr~ining, 100 miles a week and
~ .coach Spike Arlt was a little ap. prehensive that his runners might
be a little flat going into the race.

~

.

But the Wildcats received another
good performance from their
freshmen runners.
Other Wildcat places and times
were: John Freeburg, 17th in
26:58: Tom Hamel, 34th in 27:33;
Scott Powell, 63rd in 28: 56; Mike
U-ennison, 66th in 29:04; and Carl
Uthµs, 74th in 29:48.
Hamel especially showed considerable improvement after coming off an injury early in the season. This was the first time in close
to two weeks that he had run.
Following Willamette's winning
57 points, were Western with 61,
Portland with 98, Lewis and Clark
with 140, Pacific with 173, Central
with 181, PLU with 184, Puget
Sound with 222 and Seattle Pacific with 245.
This weekend, the thinclads will
he at home, hosting the Central
Invitational. The meet will be held
at the Elk's golf course.

X-country

Women take title
. BY RICKIE WETHERHOLT
.

.

p

CWU women's cross country
team traveled to the Pacific
'Luthern University Invitational
and captured a first place trophy
on Oct 22. CWU placed first with
48 points out of seven participating teams.
PLU took second with 46 points,
B-ellevue Community Colleie ·.
placed third with 87 points, and
186 points for Pacific University
gave it a Iourth.
, Amelia Redhorn took first in
individual statistics with a final
time of 19:40 setting a course
collegiate record. This brok~ the
existing record of 19:53.4. "Amelia's running is really steady,"
stated CQach Boyungs.

Carmen Aquirre captured second with 20:40, for c~ntral and,
Pam Riggs placed third with 20:52.
Sheri Calkins took fourth with a
time of .21:39.
Coach Boyungs remarked,
"Their greatest asset as a team is
good depth. This strengthens the
team."
Next weekend, Oct. 29, the
cross country team goes against
the University of Washingto,n.
According to Boyungs, "We -will
have to hie prepared mentally and
physically." An asset for Central is
its' strong and healthy team. Vi~orous hill-work practices will
. help. "Amelia can challenge anyone ·on the hills," believes Boyungs. She also thinks that the
team will do well in the U. W.

Ille.et.
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thriller 111
t11e touchdown. Charles Stockwell
kicked the extra point through the
uprights for a 7-0 Central lead.
Late 'in the second quarter,
following a Wildcat f~mble inside
the Oregon 25 yard line, the Raiders drove 75 yards in nine plays.
Whitmire completed four of five
passes during the drive for 73 of
the yards. Dennis Shields dove the
final yard for the score. A bad
center snap on the extra point
attempt prevented the Red Raiders from further score. With 56
seconds remaining in the first half,
Central still led 7-6.
·
But the Wildcats weren't content to go to the locker room with
~... slim one-point lead. A 19-yard
return by Mike Niedhold on a
short kickoff, coupled with a 15
yard facemask penalty against
Southern Oregon, put the Wildcats- on the Raider 45 yard line.
On first down, Martin hit
Green on a 34 yard pass which put
the ball on the 11 yard line. Three
yards from Tim Hayes and 6 yards
from Maine set up a one yard
keeper by Martin for the score.

With 30 seconds left fo the half and
the CWU marching band waiting
to come on to the field, Stockwell
booted his second extra point and
the Wildcats lead 14-6.
Southern Oregon started off the
scoring in the second half when
Shields split the seam off tackle
and went 38 yards for the score.
The attempted two-point conversion was a pass attempt but it was .
knocked down.
On Central's next possession
they drove to the Raider seven
yard line but lost the ball on a
fumble, one of five fumbles they
lost on the day. Southern Oregon
lost four during the contest.
The Red Raiders scored again
with 10:03 left in the game when
Whitmire pitched to Robert Holland who went seven yards to cap
off 57 yards in nine plays. Shawn
Tierce kicked the PAT to put
Southern Oregon in the lead 19-14.
Next came Central's loog drive
that showed Martin pickfog up 17
yards on three carries, Maine-29 .
yards in five, and Hayes-three
carries for 11. Green _covered the

**********
*

** Wildcat
* a ·w ard
BY JACK COREY

This week's Wildcat Award
winner doesn't compete in a varsity sport at Central. In fact, he
never has competed in varsity
sports in college, and he probably
won't for as long as he attends
school here.

final 17 yards on a pass from
Martin. Martin also connected
with Green for the strategi~
twO'-point conversion that plit Central up by three points and set up
the final heroic goal-line stand
by ~he defense.
Martin ·was Central's leading
ground-gainer with 102 yards in 14
carries. Maine ended up with 83 in
20 carries.
·
Martin, junior from Cle Elum,
had one of his finest games as a
Wildcat. After his second consecutive game without starting, Martin
came off the bench in the second
quarter and completed six of eight
passes for 106 yards to go along
with his rushing total.
·
Dennis Shields, who gained 162
yards against Eastern last week,
lead Southern Oregon rushers
with 125 yards.
Central's starting running back,
Ken Price, left the game during
the first series with an ankle
injury.
.
This Saturday, Central hosts
Western Washington University
in this year's homecoming game.

DELIVERY
DAILY 5 • 11 p.m.

925-5001
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off medium
f
large pizza. Good for ~
U ® to-go and eat-In pizzas~.
with this coupon.
50%

Not for delivery.

Cary Davidson is a soccer. ·~
player. He is the prolific right
.
Expires · 11 /30/77
:
winger for Central's soccer club.
~·························~································'····
The word "club" signifies soccer is
not (unded by Central. All the
.;::.
costs are absorbed by the team
members themselves. Traveling, . I
\OPEN 6:45 925-9Sl1
1
lodging and eating at away games,
. Shows ~t 7:00 & 9:00
as well as officials and even the
lime bordering on the field is paid
·~for _by the soccer players. Davidson feels soccer may not become a
varsity sport for close to five
years.
Against Montana, last Saturday
Davidson pulled the first hat trick,
(three goals in one game), of his
collegiate career. It was his three
goals that beat tough Montana 3-1.

LIBERTY Theatre

-------------------------

With the season only half over,
he has already scored more .goals
this season than all of last year.
Davidson, a graphic arts major,
only started playing soccer competitively his senior year in high
school, the first year Kentridge
High added soccer. It wasn't too
auspicious a start, as the team won
only one and lost nine their initial
year.
Davidson came to Central
- originally because of his interest in
joining a good jazz choir and to ·
graduate form a graphic arts
pr.ogram that is "best in the state."
Upnn graduation, Davidson intends to join an 'A' Division team if
he lives close to Seattle. This
divison is highly skilled and very
competitive. Players in this division include Sounders and players
from the old Tacoma Tides soccer
team, as well . as · college-caliber
players.
The next match for the soccer
elub is Saturday at Idaho.

0

P.EA FILMS, INC'. presents AFilm by DAN CURTIS

KAREN BLACK. OLIVER REED m BURNT OffERINGS'~o-slrilg BURGESS MEREDITH
EILEEN HECKART~ LEE MllNT&OME"' · DUUAYLOR ·-1ElllDAVIS 0nmtabi;111
11

STARTS WEDNESDAY· - NOVEMBER 2n
11

THE OTHER SIDE OF. MIJ)NIGHT"
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Sports
Comme11tary

What pr-ic,e pro baseball???
BY JACK COREY

Featuring

<@(p>U@<@(tll~(f(i) ==

October 28
SUB Bal Iroom 9 - 1
s2.oo

Single

S3.00 Couple

CENTRAL
WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

Field hockey
BY DICKIE WETBERBOLT
Three Oregon teams took on the
CWU field hockey team on Oct. 21
and 22 at the University of Oregon
and the Oregon College of Education. Central played a scoreless
game with OSU· Friday.
"We· found the field extremely
slow and had difficulty adjusting
our play to it," reported Coach
Putnam.
"We played som,e of our 'best
hockey of the season against UO,
with good ball control and a good
effort by the team offense to put

some passes together."
The Cats scored 1-0 against OCE
in the last match, with centerback
Patti Blanford scoring from a
penalty corner with a hard drive to
the corner of the cage. "Our attack
definitely showed hustle and our
pass combinations were very
effective."
Central will travel to PLU on
Oct. 28 and play against Pacific
Luthern UDiversity and Western
Washington University. Already
having played PLU, Central is
looking forward to its' first en·counter against WWU.

..

,,.~~

Sports
potpourri

lntramurals have
exciting week
BY GREG KULCZYK
Everything you eve!' wanted to
see, and then some, made up the
second week of I.M. Football.
Upsets, squeakers, trounces and
overtimes all came into play. Most
of the leagues are evenly matched
• with only two teams being undefeated at week's end. •
Golden Rod knocked off previously unbeaten Bong Ten 14-12
in A-League action. Mark Waller
passed 15 yards to Larry Davis for
the first touchdown. The roles
were reversed as Davis passed to
' Waller on a play covering 35 for
the second T.D. with less than two
minutes ·remaining. Davis then
caught the winning two-point.
P.A.T. The Golden Rods held on· to
win as Bong Ten ran back the
following kick-off for a score.
Waller tipped the ball away on the
two-point conversion attempt that
would have tied the game. · "
In another upset, the Muff
Divers Jeff Cunnaughton returned
a punt 60 yards in tbe last 30
seconds to hand the Co11voy Boys..
their first loss 12~6.
Bong Ten, Muff Divers, M.G.E.
and the Convoy Boys are all tied
for the A-League lead with 3 and 1
records.
B-League's Davies clipped Beck
18-12 in overtime as Tony Dempsey tossed 30 yards to Rich
Wheeler for the winning ·margin.
, Dempsey had two T .D. passes in
regulation time, one to Bernie
Gorman covering 45 yards and the
other ~oin~ to Wheeler for 25

Volleyball
triumphs
Central's volleyball team, the
Wildcats, were triumphant on Oct.
21 when they visited Lewis and
Clark College, Lewiston, Idaho.
The Lewis and Clark College team
lost the match to Central with a
final score of 15-5, 15-5. In the
second match, CWU defeated Boise State University 15-10, 15-13.
"Serves· had improved during the
game against Boise State. Colleen
Hall _had seven non-returned
•. spikes," stated Coach Mike Crouch.
'
The Wildcats further won the
Northwest Nazarene College Invitational on Oct. 22. They defeated
N.W. Nazarene College 15-3, 15-13.
The College of Idaho fell to the
• Cats 15-4, 15-8.
Next weekend the volleyball
team travels to Southern Oregon
College in. Ashland,. Oregon.

yards to force the overtime.
. Standings in B-League Show
Stephens-Whitney, Do Wrong
Boys, Afford-Montgomery and ··
Meisner tied for the league lead at
3 wins and 1 defeat.
H.H.U. of C-League edged Refer
Madness 8 to 6 as Liane Cousineau
caught the game winning P.A.T.
from Mel Johnson. Johnson had
scored the tying to\lchdown on a
toss from Ron Peart covering 40
yards. All points were put on the
board in the first half as Wendy
Flores sacked the QB and Craig
Chronister intercepted a pass on
H.H.U.'s defensive team.
C-League boasts one of the two
·undefeated teams, Meisner Mates
being 3 and 0. Four other teams,
Madness, Hitchcock-Beck
#1, Sue/Beck and H.H.U. are 3
and 1.
The other unbeaten team is
D-League's Geritol Jets. The Jets
crunche~ the Beer Caps 20-6 as QB
Jeff Smith threw tnree toucndowns. Marty O'Malley caught
one of 40 yards, Tom Schmuck one
for 30 yards and one covering 15
yards to Dan Boggs. Jay Buckley
and Phil Dinwiddie each intercepted a pass for the Jets.
Allicanee-Pizr.a Place, Beer Caps
and Serap Squad all trail the Jets'
4.and 0 leds.?er '1Y'ith 3 and 1 mark~.

•*·-

What do you think Coach? Head
Coach Tom Parry discusses strategy during Central's home clash
against Southern Oregon Saturday.
The Wildcats won a squeaker,
22-19.

Clothes for
the active
college lives

We are · cele~rating

21 qreat year_s in
the Kittitas Valley
thanks to you. Listed
below is just one of 35
special buys.

of guys and
gals
Be 'In' style

at the

'.Special no'N
during our
Anniversary
e.vent.

1

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
-AND. PARTS

Entire stock-

It's Time ...

SAVE

25%
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539
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PJ·pH' s

Redken plus
Richer-Than-RlchColors
for bps and nails. .

OIA&NOSIS: Arteriosc:.lero;i5

a5 well as severe .st<oke aftec.ting right siiie.PatientNS

lost all

bl3~.ler

II

pH plus™ Conditioning Lipstick gives you more than
a pretty mouth. Loaded with hard-working emollients,
protein and vitamins, it pampers, protects.
Without caking . Without drying out.
pH plus Conditioning Nail Colour
leaves more than a jewel -bright finish. It's packed with polymers that
act like another, stronger nail layer
to help resist breaking and softening in water. And it's quick-drying.
pH plus Richer-Than-Rich Colors
are available only through professional styling salons. Come in
today and sample our rich,
new look for lips and nails.

@REDKEN.
508 E. 3rd

of bo'Wel and
and sho.ild be re-

c:ontrol

~tr..sind at

962·2550 I

oll tim
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EACH TUESDAY AT 7:05 p.m.
A $500 cash prize is to be
9.1.warded by the American Health
Foundation's quarterly journal,
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, to
the student author of the best
•original paper on the subject of
preventive medicine. A runner-up
prize of $200 is also being awarded.
Winning papers will be
• published in the Journal.
The DEADLINE for receipt of
papers is Jat1uary .31, 1977 and the
contest is open to any student
'lexcept post-doctoral students 1
currently enrolled in undergraduate or graduate courses in medicine, dentistry, public health, epi• demiology, pharmacy, life scienc.
es, nutrition, the social and behavioral sciences, economics, law
• or business.
For entry forms and informa. tion, students should write to:· The
Editorial Office, PREVENTIVE.
• MEDICINE, American Health
Foundation, 1370 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New York
10019.
• The American Health Foundation is a private, non-profit research organization based in New
York, dedicated _t_o reducing
•Jnnecessary death and illness
through research, education an~
the promotion of good health.
Contact: Ellen Parker, Manag• ing Editor, (212) 489-8700, Extension 237.

Tuesday, November 1 at 9_a.m.,
:there is a two-hour plau .• ~d power
outage in the "D" Street area
affecting the Glen Manor area,
.Kamiakin Village, and Pioneer
Village Apartments. The power
will be restored to customers at 11
a.m. The outage is necessary to
perform maintenance on the "D"
.Street underground duct system.

Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant applications are still available in the Office of Financial Aid.
All undergraduate students. are
eligible to apply.

WOMEN'S CLINIC OFFERS:
. UPCOMING PART-TIME
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

On-campus interviews will be
held on November 2 from 10:30
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. by the Eddie
Bauer Co. (Sporting Goods Firm,
Seattle) for a student Sales Representative. Sign-up sheets and
additional inforrriatfon is available
in the Student Employment Office,
Barge Hall, Room. 101, 6r by phone
3-30Q.8.
-

Representatives from the folilowing organizations will be inter-'
viewing in the Career Planning &
Placement Center. The sign-up
schedules are posted one week, to
the day, before the arrival of the
'nterviewers on campus.
Nov. 2... University of Washington, School of Pharmacy. Meetings
being held 9-10:30 a.m.
Certain courses at Central can
Nov. 3... First National Bank of be 'challenged' by a student' who
regon. Management Training
. believes he/she can pass the
Positions: Business or Economics course without' attending class.
Majors.
Regularly enrolled (full-time)
students may challenge for credit
any course which appears on the
current Course Challenge List.
1977-78 FINANCIAL AID
This list appears in the 1977-78
APPLICATIONS
Undergraduate Catalogue on page
32.
Applications for financial aid for
To challenge a course, students
1977-78 are · still available for must go to the registrar to fill out
winter and spring quarters. Appli- the necessary forms and pay a $5
catiops may be picked up at the exam fee. Applications must be
il EXIT INTERVIEW INFORMAOffice of Financial Aid, 209 Barge. made by the third week of each
TION
quarter.
The student then reports to the
If this is your last quarter at FINANCIAL AID ADDRESSES department ·which handles that
• Central arid you have received a
course and arranges a time for the
NEEDED
National Direct Student Loan, you
test to be taken. The test is admust make an appointment for an
All 1977-78 recipients of finan- ministered according to proceexit interview . . Call the Office of cial aid are requested to come to dures established by that depart• student Accounts: 963-3546, or go the Office of Financial Aid (209 ment. Tests are usually given the
to the second floor of Mitchell Hall. Barge) as soon as possible to week prior to final exams.
The office is located just behind complete local address forms.
the cashier's cage near the
•accounting section.
KCWU-10 PROGRAMMING
FOR WEEK OF OCTOBER 31• NOVEMBER 3
IMonday 7:00-7:30 Happenings ...
Talk show fram Tacoma, Wash.,
·~ith guest Mike Valentine, a
· former convict who spent several
months on death row. (Part one of
a two-part series.)
,., 7:30-8:00 Studio 3... Talk show
from Lynnwood, Wash, with hostess Sharon Portine and locally
".'lnd nationally known guests.
re- 8:00-8:30 Consultation ... National medical talk show, this week
discussing "Degenerative Arthrif.is".
8:30-9:00 Fly Fishing With Jim
Teeny._..Fishing for Alaskan Rainbow and salmon.
• 9:00-9:30 Rocking ·You ... Music
Iand interviews with local and nationally known roe~ bands.
, Tuesday 7:00-7:30 Studio 3... See
.vlonday.
7:30-8:00 Fly Fishing With Jim .
Teeny... See Monday for location.
. 8:00-9:00 Public Policy Forum ...
Hational political talk show, this
week discussing "U.S. Farm Policy".
,
-9:00-9:30 Happenings ... See Monday for guest.
'Wediiesday · 7:00-7:30 Consulta·
tion ... See Monday for topic.
7:30-8:00 Fly Fishing Witll tHlQ
Teeny... See Monday for location. ·
8:00-8:30 Studio 3... See..~onday.
8:30-9:00 Happenings... See Mo.. day for gues~s.
9:00-9:30 Rocking You ... See
Monday.
Thursday 6:30"7:00 Ellensburg ·
:teport..... Student-produced' · local
news show.
7:.00-7:30 Rocking You ... See
Monday.
7:30-8:00 Happenings... See Mo·
nday for guests.
8:00-9:00 Public Policy Forum ...
See Tuesday for topic.
9:00-9:30 Studio 3... See Monday.
1

The L.D.S. Student Association
will sponsor a Halloween party on
Saturday, Oct. 29, at 812 E. 3rd at
7 p.m. A second party is planned
for Monday, Oct. 31, and there wijl
be trick or treating for UNICEF.

1

November t ...Crosby, Stills; Nash
CSN
November 8...Firefall
Luna Sea
November 15... Leo Sayer
Thunder in my Heart
November 22 ..• Little River Band
Diamantina Cocktail

1. Yearly Pap Smears.
2. Breast and Pelvic exam.
l Information, counseling, advo3. Family Planning.
. cacy, third-party reporting, refer4. Pregnancy Testing.
rals, 24-hour crisis intervention.
5. V.D. Detection.
Call Crisis Line: Ask for RAPE
6. lnformatiOn on birth control RELIEF: 925-4168.
availaple.
7. Counseling and abortion refer
ral.
8. Information sharing, Wednesdays, 4:00 p.m., men welcome!
Catholic C'ampus Ministry
Lab Fee-$10.00. Make an Appointment. C. W. U. Health Center.
Mass Schedule
~963-1881).
Center for Campus Ministry
CLASSIFIED

1011 N. Alder

Wanted-Nurses Aides.
AU shifts-starting · wage
$2.70 per hour. Also, R.N • .
needed on night shift. Apply
in person, at the Haven
House. E.O.E.

Sat. 5 p.m.
Sun. 9 a.m. & 11 a.m.
7 P·~· (at St: Andrews)

Thanks for 21 great
years in the
Volley. Come in and help
us celebrate. This is only
one of 35 sole items for
everyone in the family.

il(JJ/J/fiffe dtWJmzjl
Coats -

Save on 20 % of
Winter Jackets
A.II Svveafers 20%off

Rosanna, Montage,
3 Feet off ·
Personal Coordinates.
featuring wools in tweeds
and gab~rdine

DACRON
VEST
Keep the cold out and
the warmth

•

1n

this

winter. S-XL
Junior Dept.·
_
Challis print by Souffle,
.Potage &

Rags ~

Knits by Bee Wear
Bank cards
welcome

Free Gift
wrapping

Reg. $25° 0

Sale

s~ 17•o

store hours 9:30-5:30
Monday-Saturday

Downtown
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This week Country Rock with

Stone Johnny Mountain Band~i,ll/~I

l il li .

·Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
Happy Hour· 2-9 p.m.
20~

schooners ·
so~ pitchers

Buck Night every Wednesday $1 cover
First 20 women free

962:A1997

$26 kegs to go-no deposit

'925-11'11
S"Weepstakes Winners
8-14.
Oct.
15-21.

925~2222 .

DOR
'

REMEMBER.......
CA. MPUS POLICE ·Wll.l

Oct..

-wooc1-y.....
. 1-134-99.....
Jim-~115~841~THE
Ken
115511
Rick
115496
Warne
Mike

113481
113485

115440
115367
. .·_Jo_y_ _
n_Ml4
.....-C-hu-ck_1_1539
_ 3•.

M'

a
·
El.I
VER
y
.
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BUST A KEGGER BUT.

Scott
Glen

.

CASES ARE LEGALllll

i § E II~ & ft ~~~ ft~ 111.1.·
2 A.M
92 5-1 1 1 1
n:a:
92
a.-----------.. .
~e

.._M_arg_ar-et_11_35_01--Jon-a--11-5760
...
·Jan
114803 . · Lori
115355

:Ce!O

i

Tim

Tom .

~e
John
Jim
Dave

113524

/113515
. 1 1~1
1115550
-114844
'113601
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THE BEST IN BEER
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~
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PACK ,

::::~el !!:~~ ~tibdbcq(EG BOTTLES $ 'e71 $ 2 e'8 5 $ 1 •.5 2
Cherrie

Elaine
~rri
Michell
Neil
Bonnie

115293
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SCHLITZ CA NS
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$6.42,$3.33
$1.67~--iiiiiiiiiilmlli
!~

115836 ~SCHLITZ
.• l~l~~~--~-~~-~~-~
_116082
CANS $
$
$
....-a.~~ I>-.
MAULIQUORCANS
LIGHT CANS

4. 9 9 2 .6 2 1.4 2
$6.42 $3.33' $1.67

1159011Lmriiii~::__-:::::t;"L-:mft1~r;;.;tt-1~JI

1152781r

CANS

